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FORE\VORD
The first issue of the BAPTSTO~IAN comes off the press with two main contentions: namely, that a year book should contain a factual record of the year

I

and its activities, and that such a record should be arranged in as pleasing a
manner as possible. Concerning these points, the book must be its own witness.
\Ve have deliberately been sparing in our words. \Ve did not want a
volume that was a victim of verbosity; but, rather, one that would be concise,
compact, and worthy of congratulation.

lh.

HEv. \10NSIGN011 Tmn.rAs J. NELLIGAN

HEV. JOHN

F.

~ELLICAN

DEDICATION
To the Rt. Rev. \fonsignor Thomas J. Nelligan and the Rev. John F.
Nelligan whose interest in our undertakings and achievements has ever been
kindly and sympathetic, whom we cherish as reverend pastors. prudent counselors, staunch supporters and loyal friends, we, the Class of 1946, respectfully
dedicate the

"BAPTSTOSIAN"

as a mark of abiding gratitude for their kindness of

th<' past and as a pledge of om fervent prayers that God may bless them for
the future.

GREETINGS
In the eighteen years that John Bapst has been established, there have been
five principals in the boys' department and three principals in the girls' department. The past principals were notified of the publishing of the BAPSTONIAN,
and we are printing here their messages to the faculty and to the students. Sister
Mary Florence, first principal of the girls' department, is now deceast>cl. Sister
Mary Callista is ill, and we did not think it wise to contact her at this time. We
are thankful to these former heads at Bapst and wish them continued success in
their respective occupations.

Dear Friends,
I am glad to know that the students of John Bapst High School are to
issue a 1946 annual. Annuals are alwnys commendable for they are reminiscences of pleasant school days and cherished friendships.
John Bapst students have always been loyal all(\ devoted to their alma
mater, to her traditions, and to the teachers, who have directed them through
high school years.
Sc>rne of my fondest friendships have become even more estimable
through a continual correspondence with the alumni and friends of John
Bapst.
That the 1946 annual may be to the senior class a joyous and pleasant
reminder of happy high school days is the sincere wish of
Yours devotedly,
Bnonrnn ADALRERT, C.F.X.
Dear Students of John Ba]Jst,
It is with great pleasure that I learn of the progress John Bapst is
making as a first rate Catholic High School. Your scholastic and athletic
achievements have long been widely known. This year you have added
journalism to yom extra-curricula activities.
Congratulations to you on the success of your paper, TnE CRUSADER.
Such a publication can noticeably increase the spirit of your school, if you
keep the paper honest, interesting, and inspirational.
Also best wishes for success in your new venture, your year book. The
hard work you put into it will be amply repaid in later years when you go
hack over its pages, and relive the joyous days of your high school career.
Congratulations to the class of 1946 and may you ever live up to the
ideals set for you at John Bapst!
BROTHER FLA\IAN, C.F.X.
Dear Students,
It is indeed a pleasure to send a message to the 1946 edition of the
BAl'STONIAN. It is most natural that a former principal of .Jolrn Bapst should
retain a keen interest in all its activities. Distance from that institution cannot lessen one's affection for the nobility of its ideals; the passing of time
cannot dim one's memory of its unique spirit. Any person who has had an
intimate share in the life of John Bapst must treasme the happy memory of
such an association.
God has indet>d hle~sed John Bapst High during tllC' years of its existence. It is with deep satisfaction that I ohsnve tlw progress that has heen
made in the various fields of educational endeavor. It is with just pride
that I note a constant strengthening of the spirit that is characteristic of
John Bapst. It is with a fet'ling of gratitude that I see the lofty purpose's of
the founders of that institution being achieved hy a faculty dedicatl'd to the
suhlime aims of Catholic education.
To the memhl'rs of the class of l946, I offer mv congratulations. May
you be blessed with ~ucce!'s in the place God has destined for you in life.
\fay yon exemplify in yom lives the hest traditions of John Bapst.
Ih:v. T110l\fAS \f.
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NELI.IGAN

Greetiugs! \lay the yearbook serve to keep fresh the memory of the
many happy and fruitful experiences of high school years!
BROTHER p ASCAL, C.F.X.

BROTHER SAMUEL'S MESSAGE
The studeuts who volunteered their time in the preparation of this ANNUAL
wanted to give you a lasting souvenir of your school days at John Bapst. The
pictures of your classmates will remind you of happy, congenial companionships;
the group pictures, of school activities maintained and promoted for your social,
physical and intellectual welfare. \fay the memories revived remain forever
green; may they rejuvenate your spirit and strengthen your loyalty. We would
11ot have it otherwise.
But more especially, we do want this ANNUAL to keep alive something more
taugible and precious tha11 mere scholastic and sporting activities. \Ve want it
to remiud you in the uncertain years ahead of the Catholic traditions and truths
which are your heritage and which you have been called upon to exemplify in
your couduct. It was these abiding traditions and truths, so vitally necessary for
your temporal and eternal peace and contentment that actuated your parents
and coreligionists to build John Bapst High School. All other matters are transitory; the truths of religion are unchangeable and eternal. Unless you are faithtul, then, to God and to His Commandments, unless you show and lead the way
by virtuous living to men and women in darkness and doubt, you are untrue to
your Christian heritage; the sacrifices of your priests and parents, your teachers
and benefactors will be, insofar as you are concerned, wasted. Let this ANNUAL
remind you of your solemn and sacred duty to win eternal salvation for yourself
and to promote, by your example, the kingdom of God in the hearts of your
fcllowmeu.

To the Graduates,
"Your day is here, Catholic women and girls. Public life needs you.
These words of Our Holy Father, Pope Pius XII, spoken in an address to
the Catholic women of Italy, are a challenge to every American girl. During
your four years at John Bapst, you have learned the real meaning of womanhood, and the important part which woman has ever played in the history
of mankiud. Uutil recent years, it was generally agreed that the place of
woman was in the home and nowhere else. Today, her place is indeed in the
home, but circumstances have made it imperative for the modern woman
to move into public life as well. It is your duty, then, as Catholic girls, and
especially as graduates of a Catholic school, to take your rightful place in
the world as it is today. The question is not that woman should abandon
the home, but rather that she should be ready to combat the evils which
threaten to destroy the sanctity of the home. You ml'st, therefore, be aware
of these evils. That is, you must be well-informed, intelligent Catholic
women. Far from ending on graduation day, your education is just now beginning. The day is more fittingly called Commencement Day. To use once
more the words of Our Holy Father, woman has today an intellectual and
doctrinal mission, "to study and expound the place and role of woman in
society, her rights and duties." Only after this study will Catholic women
he readv to carrv out their second mission, that of "direct action."
Ym;r missio;i . is a lofty one, Graduates of 1946. Under the J~uidance
of \fary, the Perfect \Voman , may you become real women, the restorers
of home, family and society".
SISTER \IARY CARMEL T.
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FACULTY
HOYS'

DEPAHT\1E~T

Brother Samuel, C.F.X., Priuc.:ipal. Speech, English, Dc•bate Coach.
Hrother Dermis Joseph, C.F.X. Hcligion, French, English, Faculty Adviser for
CRUSADEH and BAPSTONIAN .
Brother Leo Francis, C.F.X. Heligion, Shorthand, Typewriting, Bookkeeping.
Brother John Evangelist, C.F.X. Heligion, Latin, \1athcrnatics.
Brother Michael Joseph, C.F.X. Hdigion, English, History, French, Coach of
Junior Varsity Sports.
Brother Canice, C.F.X. Hcligion, English, Latin, History, Vocation Director.
Brother Patricius, C.F.X. Religion, \lathematics, Geometry, Chemistry.
Brother Stanislaus, C.F.X. Heligion, Physics, \lathematics, English .
\Ir. Nathaniel Crowley. Athletic Director, Coach of Football, Basketball and
Baseball, History, Civics.

GIHLS" DEPAHT\IENT
Sister Mary Carmel, Principal. French.
Sister Mary Eulalia. Heligion, History, Economic Geography.
Sister Mary Teresita. Heligion, Latin, Geometry, Algebra.
Sister Mary Ermina. Heligion, Stenography, Typewriting, Bookkeeping.
Sister \1ary Acq11i11as. Heligion, Chemistry, General Science.
Sister \fary Teresa. Heligion, Latin, English.
Sister \far} \[onica. Heligion, Stenography, Typewriting, Bookkeeping, Business English.
Sister \fary Haymond. Heligion, History, Algebra, Commercial .\rithmetic.
\tliss Josephine M. Profita. English, Speech, Director of Dramatics, Faculty
Adviser for C11uSADER and BAPSTO~IA~ .

\IYLES PHILIP MCMANUS

Although Myles ).fc:\fanus was in Bapst but two years, there is a special
reason why he should be singled out. \fyles, a fine student and athlete, left John
Bapst at the end of his sophomore year to study for the Xaverian Brotherhood
at Saint Joseph's Juniorate in Peabody, \fassachusetts. Since then, he has gone
to the Sacred Heart Novitiate at Fortress \fonroe, Virginia where he is drawing
closer to his desired goal as a Brother of Saint Fancis Xader. We all know that
it won't be long now, and we hope that some day he will be back at John Bapst
on the other side of the desk!

I

MElYI 0 RIAlVI

Dl'ath has claiJlled tlw li\('S of thr('e members of the class or 19-16.
I 11 th<'Sl' pag<'s ' t' pa) trih11t<' to them and to the loved ones the

left

hl'hind. The) may not he with us, hut they arc not forgott<'n.
\\' illialll Jlathornc, a member of the academic comsc for three
) ears, was latall) injured in an automobile crash in
li am was a popular ·tudent and a good

ovcmber. \Vil-

cholar. Even though we

miss him, we cannot help hut <'llVY him because h(' is now enjoying
the happiness ol Heaven.
\'ictor \fa) o, a member of the acad('mic class, was killrd in th•
autumn of HJ 14 111 a tragic hunting accident.

\ fine st11d('nt and a

'' ell-lik('cl lH'rson. \ 'ictor will always he n•m(•mlwr<'cl h) his class
11 1,ttes

"ho k1Hl\\ that he is enjO) ing his ('t('rnal reward and praying

for

here.

11s

Euget1(' I auks, a student at l3apst
to

('II t('1

the

0111)

a short time, ll'ft school

av). S(•n ;ng on a warship, he took part i11 s ' Vera!

('ngagl'11H'11ts IH'fote IH·ing kilkcl in .tctio11 in th(' lat(' fall of 1911.
E11g('JH' was wl'll lik('cl hy all \\ho kn('\\ him, and '' (' knm
not go 11111Twarckcl for his couragl' and hrav('r).

he will

\V1u .1.\:\f

11 \ llIOH'L

V1croR MAYO

EUGEXE RAXKS

El) JT'O RIALS
The words contained in this section are the
words of our two young editors. This is a literary
interchange of lofty ideas, ideas that should be
considered and cultivated.

BE TRUE
Now that we are about to leave fohn Bapst most of us will no longer be under the supervision of the religious teachers, Sisters and Brothers. Instead we
shall be 011 our own, and it is up to us to take up where teachers left off. We
have a precious gift in the Catholic religion, and it must not be lost. Our religious
duties we must perform without the prompting of our teachers. If we have been
instructed well, and we know we have, we will remain true Catholics and good
citizens. We shall be tempted many times to deny our faith, but we should remember that the loss of wealth, power, and fortune are but triHing compared to
the loss of our souls.

INTO THE SCHOOL OF LIFE
To everyone, everywhere, and at all times, the days of graduation are filled
with some feeling of regret and with determination to do well in one's life work
whether it he further study or employment. For years, the student has believed
that the old life is over and a new life has begun. He thinks that the life of the
student and the life iu college or at work are widely different. I lowever, the
transition is uot so abrupt as usual; the uew life is hut a continuation of what
has gone on before. If the student applies himself to his studies and observes
the discipline of the school, he wiTI be well equipped to battle the problems of
life. All the graduate must remember is that he should do the day's work as well
as he can. Ile should benefit from the instruction he has received; that is, if he
has been faithful in his school days.
The responsibilities of the student in high school are 11ot great. It is afterwards that the graduate realizes the seriousness of life. He has been with those
of his own age and not until he goes forth into the world does he meet the various kinds of people. Success will come if preparation has been sufficient. The
future, to everyone, is unknown. It is only the present that matters. It is what
we actually do that counts; 11ot what we plan to do. One may have hopes and
aspirations, hut they avail nothing unless they are translated into deeds. The
<lfternoou of graduation lengthens into the eve of life. School days that once
seemed so long have become a memory, hut the student will always treasure them
as the basis for the great school of !if e.

THE NEW ALUMNI
As we, the class of nineteen hundred forty-six , leave forever the well-known
walls of John Bapst, we must remember that we should always be true representatives and products ot Catholic education. We are marked in a way that
secular education carmot copy. Whatever we do, good or had, will he but a reflection 011 our Catholic education. Thus we should not only he careful but proud
of this reputation.
'Vith our departure, we seniors are not cut off entirely from John Bapst. We
have an ·\l1111mi Association which is for us. We shonld join and take an active
part in it as others have. 'Ve should always be shining examples for the future
\lumni to come.
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SAVING
~fany of us are planning to work this summer. How many of us, though,
intend to save part of our earnings? Perhaps we've never pondered long enough
on this thought. A great number of us plan to attend college. Wouldn't it be
something to say that we contributed even a little bit toward our education? This
is possible by putting away ~ome of our pay each week. Naturally we should
have an object in our saving. If we have no plans for college, surely every one
of us has dreams of taking a real trip some day. ~faybe we have a yen to go
to South America, Paris, Italy or any other place which World War II has
brought so vividly to our eyes. Remember that maroon convertible that fascinated us when the new cars came out this year? Well, it's ours if we save our
money! By saving our money inHation, which is threatening the country, will be
curbed. A very fine investment would be buying Victory Bonds. By buying
bonds, we would have money in years to come. Let's take our jobs seriously this
summer and save our money so that we mav better prepare for the future that
awaits us.

UNITED '.\JATJONS ORGANIZATION
Formed only four short years ago, the United Nations Organization is today
a growing and vital concern whose unknown lies ahead. Will it be a glowing
monument to the willing cooperation of the nations of the world or will it, like
the League of Nations, he but a broken house of ideals? The United Nations
Organization has the advantages which the League lacked. 'Vith these encouragements, the UNO seems assured of success.
But even now the members upon whom the success of the Organization depends are fighting and quarreling among themselves, giving forth an air which
bides no good. If this bickering among themselves goes too far, there will be
little hope for success. The Great Powers and the Little Powers should, therefore, put aside their differences and work together. They must realize that this
Organization is man's last chance for peace. They must either take it or leave
it. We pray it will be the fonner!
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GRAI)UATES
Concerning the seniors, and Graduation which they
find so startlin~ly real and near, we can do no better
than to cp1ote a word from others who can say it

better:
"All the world's a stage,
And all the men and women merely players.
They have their exits and their entrances . .

"

GRADUATION SPEAKERS

Do!\',\LD

THOMAS TRAINER

First Honor Essay

Ki:-;c, Valedictorian

\[.

FnA~cEs Bnocnu
ccond Honor Essay

AL1r.i,: O ' LEAl1Y,

RonEHT

BnANGWYNNE

Third Honor Essay
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Salntatorian

DononrY HANKIN
Fourth fTonor Essay

CECILIA ELIZABETH ALBERT

RUSSELL LEO BAKER

"They that govern most
make least noise."
Cecilia came to Bapst
from Winn two yeas ago.
Iler sweet and unaffected
manner has won for her a
host of friends. This fact
was proven when Cecilia
was elected treasurer of the
senior class. She has always
heen too busy to attend social functions because of
her weekend excursions to
lwr hometown, Winn. May
success always be yours,
Ct>cilia.

"In his tonf5ue is ~~e law of

kindness.
An eager advocate of the
outdoor life, Rusty has
nevertheless found plenty of
time to keep up in his
studies. Rusty has kept us
all interested with his hunting experiences and has
seldom come from a trip
empty-handed.
With his
pole-vaulting, he gained
many points in the P. V. C.
track meets. A future banker, he'll probably cash our
checks some day.

BARBAllA ANNE BARTON

In her quiet and unassuming manner, Barbara has
won for herself a host of
frit>nds. As Romeo goes with
Juliet so Barh and Mary
Hydt>r have been inseparable dming their high school
career. Barbara was president of the class dming her
junior year and has consistPntly been on the honor
roll. Good lnck, Barb; we
know a rosy fntnre awaits
yon.

ROBERT Loms BARRY
"Let thy words be few."
Bobby has been our class
golf enthusiast and once
started on the subject there
has been nothing that could
stop him. Despite this great
liking for golfing, he has
not let it interfere with his
scholastic duties. Always
eager to help, Bobby has
been able to render information on practically any
subject. Bobby's plans are
for higher education.

Co111NNE CHARLENE
BONNEAU

ROBERT WILLIAM
BRANGWYNNE, Jn.

"Silence is golden."

"Whose little bodr1 lodged a
mighty mind."
As the saying goes, the
best things come in small
packages. We think that
Connie is one of those "best
things". Connie has taken
part in school activities and
has been interested in all
dass affairs. Connie has
been a member of the
school orchestra for three
vears, displaying her talents on the piano. A prosperous future beckons you,
Connie!
Cu rnLEl':E LucIA BnocHU
"Women of few words are
the l1est women."
Charlene took part in the
Dramatic Club's production
"Shubert Alley" during her
junior year, and has served
as secretary of the Dramatic
Club this year. We wonder
if the "cafe" will survive
next year without Charlene
as its expert cashier. Charlene's fntme can't help but
be rosy with her pleasant
manner and even disposition.

"A merry heart makes a
cheerful countenance."
Always cheerful and a
willing worker, Butch has
been active in everything.
Although not too tall, his
aggressiveness and courage
i'l all sports have gamed
him the respect and admiration of all. A fine scholar,
he is one to whom Bapst
can point with pride. Whatever he does, one may be
sure he will always live up
to John Bapst standards.
WILFRED JOSEPH BROOKS

"Virtue is indeed its own
reward."
Brooksie is an easy going
fellow but, unlike most of
that type, he can always be
counted upon to do his
share and do it well. His
pensive character is emblematic of his whole personality.
His name has
consistently appeared on our
honor roll. It is with complete confidence that we
predict his success in the
college days ahead of him.
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FRANCES MAHTHA Ilnocnu
"And still the wo11der grew
that one srrwll head could
carry all she knew."
Frances measures all of
five feet one. Alertness and
agility are her trademarks.
During her senior year,
Frances has been secretary
of her class and a zealous
worker in the cafeteria.
There· is never a dull moment with Frances around,
and her quickness has had
the whole class astounded.
We are certain that success
will accompany all her endeavors.

FnEDEHICK GERARD DAIGLE

llELENE MAHIE CAMERO:-.!

ALPHONSE joSEPH

"Believe that 11011 h11ve and
uou h11ve it.''
Freddy has spent much
of his time in class being
quiet. I lowevcr, when he
has said something, it has
been worthy of note. Never
having Vl'ry much trouhh•
with
scholastic
affairs,
Frc·ddy has always managed
to come through on C'xaminations. Freddy plans to enter
h11siness college when he
gracluatcs. We are wishing
him s11ceess there.

"From ever11 blush that
kindles i11 thy cheeks to
revel i11 the roses."
1lelene has been onr
bubble of serenity for four
years. A diminutive lass of
peaceful and ladylike composure, Helene enjoys people
as much as they enjoy her.
She has been onr promotor
of good will and is always
trying to relieve someone of
worries. I [er gentle laughter
has proved to be her salient
point. Helene has always
been serious at study and
merry at play and is secfl~
tan bound.

DESllOSIEllS
"Mimi move.~ matter.''
Punch has shown football
enthusiasts what really can
bP done with 17.5 pounds of
hrawn and determination. A
three year varsity man in
football, lw has proven himsclf to he an ahle linesman.
Punch possessC's that certain
sonwthing that distinguishes
all our Bradley hoys aud
makes them th1• grand
people that tlwy are.

INEZ LOUISE COMER

"Ed1w11tio11 makes the m11n."
Dan, as we all know, is
the unsung hero who has
kept the Bapst athletic
equipment together.
At
every game, one has seen
Dan doing his joh quickly
and dl'icieutly. Evcry pause
was a time for Dan to
shine. Always on the go,
Dan plans to rt>main active
:1t the \faint• \laritime Academy. Our best wishl's go
out to this quil't and capahlP
managn.

DANIEL

"An ounce of mirth is t~prth
a pound of sorrow.
Inez is a horn optimist
and refuses to worry about
the daily problems of life.
She has traveled around
<luring her high school careC'r in a casual and easygoing manner. Inez has always bcen at ease and is
the keeper of a placid
disposition. At all tinol'S
she is willing to take a
hack scat and watch. Inez's
goal is the husinl'SS world.
Do11rsnA

F11A"ICIS

F1.A1'AGAN, Jn.

ELIZABETH

Co"< NELLY

Hrn1A111> F11A1'c .1s Fo1m

"The little sweet doth kill
much bittemess."
The preft>ct of St. John's
Sodality is symbolic of the
grt>atness of this soci(•ty.
Affability and complacency
aecompany her every work.
Dorinda has bC'cn an honor
s•u<lrnt throughout her four
years at Ilapst. She has
gained many friends through
ht>r charming and lady-like
ways. Life can't help lmt
he good to one of its hl'st
products.

"Opirritm in good men is /wt
krwu;/ed~~e in the making.''
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Diek can justly he tagged
our dass jester. Always
ready to make dasst's iutt•n·sti ng with hh quick wit
and good humor, he has
won for himst•lf a host ol
frieucls al B,1psl. Dick has
fill1·cl a clillerent dass office
Pach \'Par, aucl he has
served w1•ll in each. I le
plans to h(•l·ome a veterinarian, and w1•'re wishing him
lwst of lm·k in his profr·ssion.

MAllY

CUSHMAN

]OAN

"fl er frowns are fairer

HERBERT FRANCIS HARDY

/111

"Nothing great was ever
achieved without
enthusiasm."
Sincere in everything he
has done, Herby's willingnC'ss to learn and his determination to succeed have
won him the rC'spect of all
his classmate~. A varsitv
foothall player, he came all
the way from Great Pond
to attend Bapst. Herby has
sailed through all his subjects near the top of the
class. He plans to enter
college engineering after
receiving his diploma.

tha11 smiles of other
maidens are"
The girl witli rippling
laughtc·r is onr own .\1.ary
Joan. Alert at all times,
words and laughter come
t'asily to her. .\firth is her
constant companion. Aside•
from ht'r gaiety she lends
many mi 1111tes to the serious
problems of life. \\'hen
things appl'ar dull, .\1ary
Joan can always furnish pc•p
in large quantities. Our
classroom wonldn't have
heen complete without her.
)<>AN

GENEVIEVE

'Jou rises

1111

DAVITT

her, like a

THOMAS

Joan came to ns from
Garlan:.I Street Junior High
and has livened no end
room 207 with an account
of amusing incidents that
could only happen to her.
1ler interest is all in the
school and she has ne\ er
tailc·d to lend assist<lllC'<'
wlwn it has bec•n m·1·cli·d
the most. Bapst will l'ertainly miss the spiriti·d pc·rsonality of Joan.
GEllTllUJ>E .\fAllY DOWE

"Frierulshi71 is the chain of
gold shaped in God'.1
all perfect mold."
Cc•rtrude has heea perhaps one of the most serious
girls in the class of 19-Hi.
She has attendc·d Bapst for
two years and has bPl'n a
silent hut vital addition.
Unobtrusive and generous,
slw has hlendPd in a shy
manner with her classmall's.
Gc•rtrml<' can alwavs be d<>pended upon to 1wrform the
smallest task ehc•erfnlly.
Good luck is what we an•
wishing for you, Gc·rtrudc.
EI.LEN

lsABELl.E

RAYMOND

HOGAN

"Speech is great, but silence
is greater."
John Bapst won't be the
same without Ray's infectious grin. Always with a
smile on his face, Ray seldom lets gloom overtake
him. Never has he worried
except possibly before a test.
Ray hopes to enter business
colleg<' if the Navy doesn't
need him. He'll get there
even if he is a little late.
We of 1946 just know that
he will.

sr11nn1er's 1noni."

]AMEs Loms JAMESON
"Silence is the prefectest
herald of ;011."
Now we meet the smallest
memher of 4A, little Louis.
Small maybe, but he's made
it work to his advantage.
~ever letting his size hinder him, Louis has taken
active part in intramural
basketball with more than
mediocre success. After he
graduates, Louis plans to
enter
college.
Knowing
Louis, we know he'll do his
best for John Bapst.

Dum>Y

"A

"With the smile that was

DONALD JOSEPH KING
.1·011ru/ mirul in a sound

body."
Fuzzy is our class valedictorian. He has been tops
in all studies during these
four long years. A class
officer every year, Don also
played in the school orch<'stra.
There are two
things in particular that we
shall r<'member about Fuzzy,
and they are his uncanny
ability to solve every type
of problem imaginable and
his willingness to help
those who needed help.

child-like and blarul."
Onr own hnndle of personalitv am! vitality gave
hc•r all as leader of the
dwerleading
squad
this
Y<'ar. Ellen has taken major
parts in the Dramatic Club's
productions during her junior and senior years. Her
chec•ry
disposition
and
sunny manner have been
W<'ll in lwr favor. Ellc·n's
W<'akness<'s are green con\·c·rtihles and hlack s<•dans.
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ANN FORD

GERALD CHARLES KING

"Her wit, her mirth, her
smile are all beknown."

"That load becomes light

Brewer's contribution to
Bapst is Ann. She has only
been with us one year, but
<luring that time she manifested her dramatic ability
by taking part in the Dramatic Club's production,
"Shiny Nose." Quick and
determined in every action,
Ann never ponders a subject too long at a spell.
Constant anxiety is ever
surrounding her, an<l she
<ldinitely is an enthusiast
for life and fun.

Our class president for
three years, Jerry
was
sparkling on our football
team for the same number of
seasons and will always be
remembered for the pass he
tossed to beat Bangor in the
final seconds of the 1944
game. A frit>nd without
equal, a classmate beyond
compare, and generally a
swell guy . . . that's Jerry.

when cheerf11ll11 borne."

THERESA VALENTINE
GALLANT

VIRGIL

"The soul of man is larger
than the sky."

RUSSELL KING

"Ambition is the growth of
every climb."

Theresa has been our
practical miss with the
quiet nature and unruffled
poise, an aid in any classroom. She is one of those
rare persons who is an everwilling listener. She has
often been caught daydreaming, dreams of her
future which she keeps to
herself. Her frie11dly voice
is a welcome part of lier
and will continue to be so
"'per saecula",

One of the best liked persons in the class, Virgil will
always be remembered for
the part he played as "Dudley" in the Dramatic Club's
presentation of "Pampered
Darling." A horn actor,
Virgil has ph1yt•d a prominent part in school dramatics. Virgil is still in the
throes of decision concerning his life work.

FRANCES ANTOINETTE
HAMEL

ALFllEI> GEClHGE LEAVITT

"Faith builds a hridge from
this world to the next."

"There is no wisdom like
frank11ess."
Al came to us from New

Frances contributes all o~
her time and energy trying
to put Milford on the map.
Warm-hearted and charitable at all times, her imperturbable spirit is never
moved. lier every effort has
been put forth in all her
undertakings, aiming always
at the hight>st. Her radiating friendlim·ss is cherished
and admirt'd ancl will hr
long remembered by all her
classmates.

York during our junior year
and immediatdy proved
that he was to give the
leaders in the class a run for
their money. II is name has
consistently appeared on the
honor roll. Al plans to
l'nter college, and we arc all
hoping that he will gain
the top honors for which he
is so well prepared.

GwENDOI.YN ~A11rn JANSSON

"Her voice wa.y ever soft 11111/
low, 1111 excellent thing
ill a woman."
Next we present the president of the Dramatic (;luh.
Through the capablC'nC'SS
and efficit•ncy of Gwen, the
club has lived up to its
standards of the previous
year. Gwen has been an
energetic worker on the advertising staff of The Crusader as well as on the
vearbook. Her reticent and
appealing manner has been
a welcomf' asset to the class
of 1946.

l k:HAHI> JosEPH MARTIN

"Great is truth a11d might11."
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Dick has h1•t•11 a true
l1·acler in !'Very activity he
uncll'rtooJ... A four year man
of varsity football, he captained the I94.5 team. Dick
has further prov1·d his leadership prowc•ss as chairman
of the Student Council, presidc·nt of the J. B. Club, and
treasurer of the class. Dick
is a liccnsl'd pilot and plans
to enter the Air Corps after
i,:raduation.

TEHRENCE CHARLES
MCALOON

PAULINE LomsE Jo11NsoN

" All 1wt11rc wears. one 1mivcrsal grin."
I low can we ever forget
those starry hlnc eyes of
Pauly? lier merry laughter
has been a ddinit<' asset to
room 207. Pauline has the
special knack of being able
to see the humorous side of
things without losing sight of
the serious. She has always
been an answer to ever7
teacher's prayer.
Pauly s
ability to get more than one
lesson <lone <luring study
period has been the envy
of all.
Gum1A DELPlllNE LucKEY
"Self-trust is the itf;l'l secret
of success.
Brisk, dashing and cheerful, Gloria always has a
lively song in her ll<'art and
a pleasing smile on her lips.
Iler famous truck has been
the envy of the entire senior
class. Its characteristic rattle
has had everybody astounded. She has been fortunate
in being gifted with a wellrounded disposition.
Iler
jovial nature will definitely
he missed.
SnmLEY ANN \IADOHE
"Earl11 to /Jed and early to
rise makes a woman hc11ltl1y.
wealthy and wise."
Shirley is one of our representatives from Bradley
and is proud of it. Only
words of praise are allowed
to be uttered about Bradlev
in her presence. :\lot that
we would want to speak
otherwise! Shirley has been
a willing worker during her
school career and welcomes
the latest enterprisPs with
open ar111s. She rarely worries or frets and believes in
taking things in their stride.
\IAJIY C.11101.YN

"Let us be merry."
Now meet Terry, always
with a quizzical look on his
freckled face.
However,
don't let this fool you. Behind that look lies a merry
personality. Although Terry
has been at Bapst only two
years, he has participated
in varsity football and basketball. After he gets his
diploma, Terry plans to
enter college. Here's power
to you, Terry.
JoHN

EDWARD McCARTHY

"The price of wisdom is
above riches."
Johnny has been one of
the most talented boys in
our class. During his fresh·
man year, he participated in
debates and the declamation contest, and as a junior
he played an important role
in the Dramatic Club play,
"The Song of Bernadette."
Johnny plans to enter business college next fall, and
we are confident of his success in this.
CLIFTON

WILFORD

\.foons

"All things are in common
among friends."
One of the quietest in
the class, Clif has been,
nevertheless, one of the
most friendly of us all. A
friend to all, he is the kind
of bov that John Bapsl: is
proud to have enrolled. Clif
hails from Bradley, and he
plans to go to college this
fall. We feel certain he'll
do as well on t'he campus
as he did here at Bapst.

\fANN

ROHEllT

"Bl11shi11g is the colour of
virtue."
Carolyn has the remarkahil· ability to get things
clone at the last minute. She
'l'rv selclo111 worries and has
111acle laughing a perpetual
habit which becomes her
~reatly. Sill' has displayed
lwr \'illl and vigor by being
a elwerleader, and she has
11e1 l'r let the team down.
Carolyn aspires to a successful husirll'ss career. \fay
she find happiness along that
line.

DANIEL

:\loRAN

"F. verr1mie is the architect of
his men fortune."
Bob is a person u.Pon
whom you can always depend for support. • o favor
is too small or too large for
him to do. His ranks prove
that he is a student of rare
ability and one of whom
Bapst will hear much in
the years to come. After
completing his studies at
Bapst, Bob plans to take
courses in business administration.
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JA:.rns E1>wA111> O'BmEN, JR.
"A merr11 heart cloct/1 good
like 11 medicine."
Wht>never there is fun or
joking, there one can be
s 1.re to find Brother. Always
with a smile on his face
and a quip on his lips
Bro~ht>r often upsets every~
ones l'quilihrium with his
timely remarks. :-.Jot slack
as a scholar, he plaus to
stndy Elt>ctrical Engiul'cring. The best of luck is
what we wish for you,
BrotlH'r.

Fl.OllENCE Lot\llAINE
MAllTIN

" '/'lie secret of s11cc<'s.~ .. is
constancu of purpose.
Florence workl'd on 'J'he
Cr11st1der as its '\Jews Editor
and was on the stall o! the
She came to
yearbook.
Bapst during hl'r junior year
and partidpated in all
school affairs. Consit;te11l
in her every endeavor and
eager to attl'mpt anything
new, Flon·m·e can cope
with any situ.1tion tlial
might arise.
Wl' kmm
Florl'11t·1· \\ill lii1d tlH' s111·ccss sh1· st·<'ks in lhl' business world.

CHAllLEs PnovosT

A•nHun

LOUISE EMElll.INE :-,,1cG11ATll

"Strulies change i11to liahits."

"Trut/1 is as impossible w
l>c soiled hu llll!f outwt1rrl
touch as t/1c sunbeam''

Art has probably been
one of tht> most dl'pendahle
boys in our class and has
alwavs been able to do
whatcvt•r was assig11c·d him.
'\lever to he countt>d in
the IDWl'r half of the class,
Art provt>d himself to he
a scholastic leader. A true
friend and classmate, we
are wishing him the successful future that he undouhtt>dly deserves.

Louise is a likl'ahle girl
prohahly because of her cute
little giggle. Her beautiful
bright hair b ,dso a ma111
attraction.
\ \ l' all think
that she is swell. She net•ds
no introduction, for e\·eryone knows her for her
whimsical jokes. Louise is
also one of the fastest t ypists in her class. Louise has
succeeded in keeping her
ambition to herself.
RosE VmcaM.\ \le '\I '\I.LY
"Lahor conquers all things.··
This dark-haired wmuln
is the envy of all. She al
ways finds tinw to gd 111·1
homt>work dune m1 timl', and
hl'r hand is thl' first to go up
in most of the dassl's. Host•
is class vice-president, aml
she was chosen the first ot
tlw ye<IT as otll' of the outstanding s1·niors. Hos1• has
always ht•c•n willing to help
her fric·mh with their ,horthand ll'SSOllS.
BARH.\RA JA!IOt. \it:LU<. \'.';
"Co11te11t to follow u;/ie11 ice
/cad the u;mf. ··
I fc>r smile is the essl'11ce
of \itality. Barh has the
ability to aeeomplish more·
before school tha11 any
other mem lll'r of the das,.
\luch of her time has h1•c·11
spent at \lewberry's jerking
sodas. On rare occasions,
she treats us with a rendition of popular songs in a
\'Oice only Barb could possess. Good luck to von,
Barbara, as vou tran•I toward thP hright hori:w11 that
awaits you.

Jost:PH

FnAM ' Is

H1ci,;

"All good tlii11gs come in
small packages."
To Jot> goes the u11disp11tt>d honor of !wing the smallest hov in tlw class. TI1c
one creed to which he has
adherl'd whill' at Bapsl is
·1 1t all points above 70
art> wastl'd, and Joe isn't
011e to ht· c·xtravagant! His
outstanding
characteristics
are his good nature a11d his
ahilit~ to takt> a jokl' as wl'll
,ts tPll om'.
Do!IOAU>

E1>w \III> H1n1 .\111>s

"P11tie11cc is ll lll'C<'S.WIT!J i11gr('(li£'nt of gc11i11s."
Onr dass 1wwsman, Caban afternoo11
job with till' Ba11gor Daily
Comml'rcial duri11g his four
y1·.1rs at Bapst. A.lthough a
quiet hoy , Gahhv is welllikt·d as l'\ idt·nc:t•d by the
fad that Ill' ser\'l'd as class
'1e1•-prl'sid1•11t his sophomore
yc•ar and )Jrt•sident his j11111or
yc•ar. C:ahby pla11s to ser\'e
with tht• army afh·r his
•:r.1cl11atio11.
h~· has lwlcl
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DAISY

\fAE

NJCllOLS

DoNALU

"The more l see of other
countries, the more I
like my own."
New York has lent us
Daisy during her high
sel10ol days only, for she intends to complete her education at a New York college. Daisy's voice is one
of the things for whieh we
partieularlv remembe1 her.
She entertains us on certain
occasions with interesting
tales of her former home.
\Ve are confident you will
reach your goal, Daisy.
\1AHY

lcNATIUS

ROGERS

"All the world loves a lover."
When Don came to Bapst,
he brought along with him
two significant characteristics. The first was his natural love for things nautical
and the second his natural
love for things feminine. He
is always eager to help, even
if it means sacrificing a
clas> peri<>d! Don has been
a true friend, and we know
he'll succeed in his various
enterprises.
ALFHED

ALICE O'LEAHY

EDWARD

SHEEHAN

"Knowledge itself is power."
Al, as we all know him,
has heen the class orator.
Always ready for an argument, Al has made his mark
in the three D's: debates,
declamati<>n, and dramatics.
Al has always been a busy
chap, an<l it has been difficult to keep up with him.
A good student, Al plans to
enter college when he graduates. We all wish him
success.

"For she is a gem a1111111g
wonien."
We give you now Alice,
our salutatorian am! class
pn•sident. Alice is one of
thosl' ran· individu ..ds who
can love life to the fullest
participate in all sclwol ancl
social activities, and still
lead her class scholastically.
She is lovl'd and envied by
all. Alice has starred in
dramatics and speaking and
has bel'n assistant editor of
The Crusader and co-editor
of the Hapsto11ia11.

:\'EIL HAHOLD SMITH

"Did not our heart hum
withi;i us while he talked
with us?"
:\'ow meet one of Bapst's
busiest p e rs o n a 1i t i e s.
Smittv was always sellin~
something. Selling tickets
for the games has been his
chief job, one which ·he did
efficiently and well. Despite
his many duties, he has been
way up there when the
ranks have been passed out.
Smitty knows what he
wants, and what he wants
is
mechanical
dentistry.
\\'e'll he pulling for you! ,

MADELINE VALElllE l' AIL\UY

" Thr1 so ul was like a star,
1m~e as the 11aked heai:eu,
majestic tmd free."
\1adt>line, our littll' miss
from Old Town, came to
Bapst during her sophomorP
year. She is famous lor
her agile answers and can
always he dt>pl'ndl'cl upon
for some rl'lort. She and
Leona made a twosome
campaigning for the sale of
Victory stamps. Our capable
\lackli11P has l1•anings toward tlw nursing career. \\'c
know slw'll n·ach the top!
'\1AJ>l""E :1fAlllE l'ELLETit:ll

THOJ\IAS DER:.IOTT TRAINEH

"God's rarest Messing is,
after all, 11 good wn111t111."
:'\adine is our hlackhairl'd. pdite miss who
tak1·s life· casually an<l enthusiastieallv accepts new
ideas. She has he1·n capable
of adapting herself to any
"tuation and wns gilt•·d
with a sweet, soothini:t 1·oicc
which shC' employs muC'h loo
rarely. :'\adine has a yen
to\\ard the domestic life.
Dancing is her choices!
manner of relaxation, hut
:-./acline <l<'finitl'ly takes time
out for serious thoughts.

"Co11sista11~11,

t!!ou art a
1ewel.
Tommy has been our
number two man in academics, and he has found
time to plav basketball and
baseball. Besides being captain of our championship
basketball team, he has
proved himself to be a true
champion on the court, on
the diamond, and in the
classroom. \\'e are wishing
him all the luck in the world
in his aspirations towards
the medical profession.
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ELEANOR

T1u:m:sE

PoLYOT

l 1uc;u F11ANC1s W mrrY
"Nothing is impossible to a
valumt heart."
You can always tell when
llugh is approaching hy the
pipe in his mouth. Noted
for his pleasing personality,
I I ugh has taken part each
year in the entertainment
for the reunion. Hugh has
been working afternoons in
a local confectionery store,
and we know he is amassing
invaluahl<' experience and
knowlt•dge for the business
which he hopes to have one
day.

"Oh, you flavor everythi11g;
you are the vanilla of
society."
Like her inseparable twin,
Eleanor has been a member of the cheerlea<ling
squad an<l has been a ZP.alous booster of all sports.
Joyful an<l lively, Eleanor
has livened many activities
at school, always introducing
the humorous side.
Ol
course, she is serious whe11
the time demands it and
is cooperative in every respect. I Ier road will be
sunny.

EDWAJllJ

ELLEN-MAlllE PoLYOT

ELIZABETH JANE

JULES

WILLETT

"The horn of the hunter is
heard on the hill."
Ed has traveled from Old
Town each morning for the
past four years in order to
attend John Hapst. A true
woodsman, each fall Ed has
invitPd his fellow classmates
on weekend hunting trips.
Thost' who haw attendPd all
vouch for his excellcut hospitality. From what we
know of him, Al will have
littlP trmrble making his
mark in the world.

"She is pretty to walk with
and witty · to talk to."
Ellen~\1arie has been one
of our sparkling cheerleaders for two years. She has
worked on the advertising
staffs of The Crusader and
The Bapsto11ia11, and has
taken an active part in
school programs. Iler willingness to help and to ease
difficult situations stand out
as her principal qualities.
The essence of kindness is
predominant in Ellen-Marie.
PooLFJI

FHANCIS ALHEllT

"Actions speak louder tha11
words."
Jane is vice-president of
the Dramatic Club and
served as stage manager
for two of its productions.
~1adame Currie might have
been famous in the nineteenth century, but Jane
heads the list of scientists
now! Her ambition is to
be a laboratory technician.
Beyond a doubt, Jane's
voyage to success will be
a smooth one.

WILLETT,

Jn.

"Wlwlom ~md goo1,ness are
twrn hom.
A cousin to Eel, Al, too,
has come all the way from
Old To\\11 eaeh morning.
Al startt'd Hapst as an acadrmic, hut chang!'d in his
sophomore year for the opportunities of the commndal course. Appealing car1wstness and sincerity have
aceompanit'd Al through his
yn1rs al lhp,I. \Ve are C• ·rtain that with these nohlc
traits he will bring due
honor to John Bapst.

MARGAllET DouoTHY
RANKIN

"lier heart is true as steel."
Calm and serene, Dot is
one of llampden's finest
produets. All during the
school year, she has faithfully ehecked the attendance slip in 207. Dot has
been conscientious in her
very undertaking, from
the simplest to the most difficult. The honor roll has
never been complete without her name. Success is
vours, Dot, no matter what
field you choose.

\IAllY CECILIA

Jhm;11

"True h11111ilitr1, the liigTiest
eirtrw, motlier of them all."
1ll•rt• wt• have \lary, the
)(Pill of the class of 1946.
\lary has hl'en a quiet hut
apprt'dath c bystander of
all sehool activities. She has
astouislwcl all the girls in
sp<'t'ch class. \larv and Barham Barton an· ·noted for
tlwir 11·11gthy convl'rsations
wht>11t•\1•r tlw time is opportune. \larv is still undecid1·cl l'Oncerning the path she
will follow for the future.
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VIOLA Bllll>ELL
ST. GERMAIN

CHAHLOTTE ELIZABETH
SMITH

'"J'liere's the humor of it."
Viola, better know11 as
"Shorty" or "Vi", has been
one of the little things that
acid so much to a school.
Viola is famous for her seuse
of humor and dry wit. Instead of taking an active
part in school affairs, she
has been content to be a
<1uiet and appreciative Ji,tener. Her plans for the
future arc rather indefinite
•~t the present time.

"Often falter!/ feet come
surest to the goal."
Charlotte came to us from
v\linterport. Every morning
the girls scramble to her
desk to see how Flash Gordon is making out, for Charlotte always h:is the Bangor
Daily News with her. The
paper has certainly been
well advertised through her.
Charlotte has supported all
extra-curricular activities and
has always been dependable
and helpful.

LEONA

~1AE

SILVEll

GEHALDINE FHANCES SPROUL

of a meek mul
quiet spirit."
Simplicity and consistency
an· her traits. Leona's vivid
hrown eyes and ever-ready
smi11· arc well in her favor.
A firm advocate of the Victory Stamp sale, Leona religiously canvassed the classrooms <'very Tuesday. She
is a staunch citizen of Brewt'r and patron of the busline. Leona's leanings are
toward a college education.
"Orname11/

"JI er

voice was propertied
as all the tuned spheres."
Geraldine, the so-called
"voice", has added much
happiness to the school by
entertaining at various socials during the scholastic
year. lier renditions of the
popular songs can't be
beaten. Calm and composed,
she has heen a shining figure in the classroom, always willing to do her share.
She has leanings toward the
business world.

B \Hll.\11 \ JE \ . STOCK\\ ELL
"Be silent or let thy words
be worth more than silence."
This quotation well applies to Jean, one of our
quiet seniors of 207. Many
of her afternoons have been
spent hehind the counter
at Fowler's Drug Co. Jean
has taken an interest in
all school affairs, but prefers to he an onlooker than
an actual participant. i\'ursing is the career that Jean
is anticipating. \\'e know
success is hers.
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BOYS' CLASS lJISTOHY
Un Tuesday morning, September 8, 1942, sixty smiling boys dressed in their
Suuday clothes entert'd John Bapst High School for the first time as freshmen.
From that day on, we underwent the subtle transformation from just a bunch of
kids to high school students under the surveillance of Brother Luke, C.F.X. and
Brother Medard, C.F.X. Their most difficult job was to harness us to the routine
life of John Bapst, to teach us to account for our actions, and to help us learn
self-discipline. The hours of punishment awarded us for late-comings and misdeeds remain one of our most painful memories. But our teachers, though sh1ct
at times were fair. After a month of our new life as freshmen, we were nearly
all acqu:iinted and we easily saw a few f<!rging to the front in academics. Being freshmen was fine, but we still longed for the happy day when we would become seniors.
Freshman year went by c1uickly, and we found ourselves sophomores the
following September. As sophomores, under the guidance of Brother Canice,
C.F.X. and Brother Martinian, C.F.X., we took a more active part in the school
activities and some of us slowed clown a little scholastically in order to get full
enjoyment of the new social life. Study periods were spent without too much
ambition. The many tl1emes required in English kept our literary ambitions to
the front as we tried to prove to Brother ~1edard that we really were literary
masters. Some members of our class became prominent on the football and
basketball teams, while others mastered the arts of speech and debate.
.\fany changes took place before we _gathered again for our junior year.
~1any had departed to serve in the armed forces and for various reasons, varying
from academic deficiency to physical disability, some left the class of 1946. A
few changed courses when they learned they were better suited for the opposite
course. Those who were left, however, were guided by Brother Victor, C.F.X.
and Brother Leo Francis, C.F.X. as homeroom teachers. Our lessons became
more difficult as we delved into the mysteries of chemistry, shorthand, bookkeeping, and aeronautics. \Ve learned, too, that we had actors in our midst
when several members of our class did so well in that grand Dramatic Club
presentation of THE SoNG OF BERNADErrn. Social highlights of the year were the
Dramatic Club Formal and our own Junior Prom at which time John :\1ooney
was crowned as our king. \Ve selected and received our class rings and before
we realized it, our junior yea!· was over and we were about to becomP tlw school
kings as members of the semor class.
The long awaited moment had ,urived. After three years of work and
anticipation, we entered school in the fall of 1945 as seniors. The world was at
peace, and_ we no longer had to fea~· the_ armed forces whisking away our classm_ates. Thll'ty-four boys emerw·d_ v1ctonous over the straight and narrow path
of freshman , sophomore'. and 1un10r years. and accepted the exalted position of
John Bapst plutocrats with Brother Dcnms loseph, C.F.X. as our adviser. W e
soon discovered that our responsibilities were great. \Ve formed a Senior Council
to instill order in. the more than t_w o humlred underclassmen, aml we received
the praise of the faculty for our eHorts. Studies were not over, however and we
found it more diflicult thau ever to_c.:oncentrate on our lessons, hut we k;iew they
had to be done as Wl' all found cl1fterent ways to get a passing mark and complete the last lap of the race to receive our diplomas. As the mimber of <la s
dwindled _down, we began lo reali~e th<~t we would soon be leaving John Ba:St
aml c_ntermg the world of good Lathoh:s and good Americans. Now June 16
1946 1s almost_ here, that da). towart~ w!11ch we have been moving since the fall
of ~942. It will be a new k111d of feelmg that we shall experience upon graduatwn, mit· of our hard-l'.lrtH•d aduevements, anxious to venture forth to the
outside wo~ld, yet rel~1cta11t about leaving our four-year home. It will be that
sort of f~el11~g that bnngs a lump to the .t hroat, but the lump will be welcome
because 1t will he what Wt' have worked for thcsp years-graduation!
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Some of us will leave llapst to settle dowu aud be married, others will enter
the peacetime army, while the rest will strive for a higher education level in the
various colleges aud universities of the land. But no matter what we choose as
our profession in life, we shall all try to fulfill our religious and civic obligations
as graduates of John Bapst High School.

GIRLS' CLASS HISTORY
A priceless heritage is being left for the annals of the glorious and immortal
pages ot the history ot John llapst by those priceless seniors of the class of 1946.
i he word "priceless" may be interpreted the way the seniors themselves would
prefer it or it may, aud probably wiJl, be interp1eted the way the students who
are in the know about the seniors would prefer it. But in order to be just, we
shall present the case in a simple, sincere, and upright manner that is so characteristic of each and every senior.
The September of 1942 found a good representation of both commercial
and classical students ready to start the high school term by willingly accepting
the homework assigned by Sister \tary Dolorosa and Sister Mary Haymond,
homeroom teachers. These green freshmen quickly took up the high school
tradition so thoughtfully left to them by yesterday's seniors. Scholastically,
traditions were upheld by the brain of the class, .\fary Alict> O'Leary. Shirley
~adore turned on her speaking ability during this term. The freshmen outdid
the seniors in a war stamp drive, and we were treated to a party by them. It
was duing this first year that we new students got a taste of the guillotine treatment commonly referred to as midyears.
The next September found our class with a few newly acquired personages
most earnestly interested in furthering their education. This was the year that
Caesar played such an important part in the lives of Sister \fary Loyola's sophomore classicals while Sister :\1ary Eulalia's school loyalty and Stearns' visitors
left the commercial girls happy.
\Ve now advance to the year '44-'4.S where we find the girls busy sewing
miniature vestments as a Heligion project. Ellen-\farie Polyot represented the
junior class 011 the cheerleacling squad while Gwendolyn Jansson became queen
of the Junior Prom. The girls' pride w,~s justified when \Iary Alice O'Leary was
chosen to reprt>sent the school in the Constitution contest. During this year our
school days \Vere made more illustrious by the arrival of :\fiss Profita. A Dramatic
Club was organized, and its first presentation was the renowned play, THE SONG
OF BERNADETTE. The girls worked extra hard during their junior year to satisfy
the wants of Sister :\1ary Raymond and Sister :\tary Pius.
The following year was the fulfillment of all dreams. Seniors at last! The
first day, Sister \fary Teresita ancl Sister :\1ary \fonica greeted the eager girls.
A new school paper, THE Cm.:SADEH, \Vas issued. and the Sl'niors were repre5ented; in fact, they were practically the brains, but that is for you to judge. The
cheerleading squad was led bv Ellen Duddy with Carolvn :\Jann, Eleanor and
Ellen-\tarie Polyot helping mit to the best 'of their hmi c:1pacity. During the
month of November, Frances Brochu finally summoned enough courage and
spoke at an assembly, while Pauline Johnson made the librarian search every
nook and corner trying to decide whether Henry Clay was born in 1777 or 1776.
This year also brought to John Bapst Sister :\1ary. Carmel who was named principal of the Girls' Department succeeding Sister :\tan: Callista who had served
faithfully in that post. Sister Carmel proved to be a most progrt>ssive and wond0rfol individual and a delightfnl discinlin<lrian. Und('r the excellent guidance
o' Siste:· Carmel a delightful :\father-Daughter tea was held in April.
Leaving these few indelible thoughts on your minds, the class of 1946 bids
a fond farewell to the other classes reminding them that the top is not reached
hy a single hound but via a ladder that is mounted rung by rung.
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BOYS' CLASS PHOPHECY
As we turn our ra<lar coutrolle<l chronometer lowar<l tl1e year H.160, we fin<l
mauy Ill w developments iu this atomic age ot the h1ture. Our assignmeut beiug
to wcate all I ohn Bapst graduates of the dass of 1946, we go immediately to
Hobert Barry: Natioual Opeu Golt Champion, who has kept in constant contact
with all members of the class. Bob first tells us that his bosom schoolboy friend,
Dou llogers, retired horn twelve years of sea duty, is spending most of his time
in the rnght club he receutly opened in Bangor. Al Sheehan is his doorman and
chief bouncer, having gamc<l much valuable experience horn his <lays at the
Opera I louse, while J olm .\lcCarthy is master ~>f cerer~10.nies at the evening
entertainments. Bob tells us that we can seek further mformation from Don
Hichards, :\lanaging Editor of the Commercial. ~rriving at the Commercial
office, we sight Louis Jameson who is the head of the advertising department
there. Louis takes us in to sec ~1 r. H.ichards who tells us that news of three
forty-sixers is appearing in the evening e<lition. Buying the paper, we first rea<l
that Dick \1artin, world famous test pilot, has just Hown the atomic powered
jet plane, AJ-46, to a record speed of l,94G miles per hour. Next we notice that
Hobert \loran, representative lo Congress from the third \1aine district, has
announced that he will he a candidate tor Governor at the next election. Turning
to the sport section, we see that Coach Bill Hivers has just piloted his John Bapst
Crusader basketball team to its third ~onsecutive New England championship.
Leaving the Commercial, we walk down \lain Street where we notice the
Smith Dental Laboratories \\ hich, we learn, are operated by Neil Smith, noted
dental technician. We also pass the Professional Building which houses the
offices of Dr. Virgil L. I\.ing, DDS; Dr. Thomas D. Trainer, \1. D.; and Dr.
Hichard F. Ford, DV\l. We aho pass t!te firm of \lcAloon, llardy and O'Brien,
contracting engineers who have recent!~ drawn up the plans for the erection of
a huge uew auditorium for the city of Bangor. We continue on and at the top of
State Street hill we see Joe's Fish \l,nket which is operated by Joe Hice. Just
next door, we stop in at Whitty's Delicatessen where we can easily see that Hugh
Whitty is proprietor of om• of the most modern delicatessens in the state.
H<:>turning to J oh11 Bapst, we learn that .\I Desrosiers is head football coach
while he teaches French ,t), a sideline am! that Freckly Daigle, Bangor businessman, has just bet'11 named president of the Alumni Association. \Vhile in the
office, Bob Brangw) 11ne, nott•d sport~ columnist, enters to i11terview the basketball champs. Bob tells us that two other nwmlwrs of the class of J9-ffi are i11
the world of sports. These are Huss Baker and Ed Willett who have establislwd
themsehes as two of the best 111111ting and fishing guides in the state of \lainc.
Our 11ext stop is at the U11iH·rsity of \laine when• we find Clifto 11 \loors
is an instructor in French Essa~. \\'c also learn that Alfrcd Lc·avitt is head of
tlw Language Dc·partmc nt and instructor in Latin composition. \Ve find, too, that
Donald Ki11g has established a line· n·cord for himself as Dean of the College of
Tech11ology. Co11tin11ing 011 lo Old Town, Wt' are very much surprised to see the
newly c•stahlislwd Gross and I loga11 Trnst Company which is operatc•d Jn Georgt•
Gross awl Haymond I logan who Jin in Bangor hut nm their husine~s in the
Canoe Cit~. Comi~~g from the hank, we are stopped .hy Alherl Willett, president
of the Penobscot fibre Com pan}, where asbestos Slllts arc> made for roc.·ket ship
pilots. Al tells us that Cer<~ld King ma~ resign his post as City \tanager and
accept a11 offer from I lol} Cross to coach football there.
On. tlw. 1:etnrn trip to B<~ngor we notice that \Vilfred Brooks has opened a
huge sc1entif1c farm at \ caztc>, and .\rthm Provost operates the Provost \lotor
Compam \\ hc·!e all makes c?f airpl,uws an• s?ld and repaired. In Bangor we
look up Dan J• lanaga11 who 1~ at the present tune ge11ernl managc•r of the '.'Jew
England offices of the Coca-Cola Bottling Plants. Tims we leave the class of
19-16 in its SUCCC'SSeS and triumphs in this atomic yc•ar of HJ60.
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GIRLS' PROPHECY
(EDITOH'S NOTE: Ten years have elapsed since the graduation of the
class of 1946. The boys and girls, now matured men and women, have ascended
the road of life and have chosen definite paths to follow. Frances Brochu, class
secretary, has compiled a few notes and has made startling discoveries regarding
the whereabouts of the members of the class. )
Barbara Barton whose compositions had the class spellbound is now writing
professionally for the Ladies' Home Journal. Ellen-~larie Polyot, the first lady
referee, has opened a gymnasium for women in Brewer. She also gives boxing
lessons. The beauty parlor operated by Charlene Brochu and Leona Silver is
doing famously under their expert guidance. Helene Cameron, once employed
at Woolworth's, is the present owner and has enlarged the store as far as Liggett's
Drug Co. Ellen Duddy, former dazzling cheerleader, is superintendent of the
Hest Home in Brewer. \l\<'e all remember Pauline Johnson's aspirations toward
the world of science; she is now laboratory technician at her alma mater, the
University of Maine. Garland Street Pharmacy, one of the most interesting
places in Bangor as far as Mary Joan Cushman and Carolyn ~Iann are concerned,
has been renovated into the Cushman-\Iann Cut-Rate for men only. Eleanor
Polyot has finally graduated from ticket sales girl to secretary of the \f.&P.
Theatres, Inc. Joan Davitt has been transferred from the Bangor telephone office
to the office at Castine and is very much interested in her work. Barbara Nelligan is employed by the Northeast Airlines as a hostess and entertains the passengers frequently by singing in that mellow voice of hers. The telephone company has just received a new addition, Frances Hamel. She completely sways
the listener when she utters the word, "hello". Alice O'Leary, the brain of 1946
and a graduate of Hegis College, is teaching Dramatics in Hollywood, California.
Jean Stockwell, H. N., is taking temperatures at the Eastern \faine General Hospital. In a few weeks, ~he will advance to the supervisor's position. A new oldage home has been opened in Bradlt'y under the guidance of Teresa Gallant.
The enchanting voice of Daisy Nichols is being heard bi-weekly over the national
network of the United States.
Louise McGrath, famed opera singer, is booked for a year to give recitals
in Carnegie Hall, New York. Dinah Shore, who has retired from her career, has
been succeeded by Geraldine Sproul. Florence ~fartin has been voted the best
hat designer of the year and because of her artistic ability, she has been offered
a position in Paris contriving the latest models of hats. The telephone company
is doing a great business. Corinne Bonneau and Gwendolyn Jansson are operators
there. If you get a wrong number, you know where the trouble is. Charlotte
Smith, a graduate of Farmington State Normal School, is teaching mathematics
at the University of \faine and still carries the Bangor Daily News with her.
Ann Ford and Gertrude Dowe are employing their talents by teaching shorthand and typing at the \1aine School of Commerce. The Chamber of Commerce has a most efficient young lady as its secretary. It is none other than
Cecilia Albert. Hose McNally displayed her debating ability in high school and
is the first affirmative speaker in the International Forum. The question of the
month is: RESOLVED: SHOULD BANGOR RE\10\'E ITS CAR TRACKS?
Through extensive research, it has been discovered that Jane Pooler is a laboratory technician. That makes two from the class of 1946. \lore power to them.
Nursing seemed to be the predominant profession for the class. \fadeline Parady
is nursing at St. \fary's Hospital in Lewiston, while \fan Ryder and Dorinda
Connelly are imparting their talents at the \fercy Hospital in Portland. Shirley
\Iadore has opened a dress salon on .5th Avenue, New York, after graduating
from the National School of Design. Inez Comer and \ Tiola St. Germain are
hair dressers and in time intend to set up a business all their own. \Vith their
ambition they can't help but get ahead. Nacline PellPtier has settled in Paris
with Bill and with only vague thoughts of the Queen City of the East. Paris
\fust Be Paris Once Again, as the song goes. Dorothy Hankin is enthusiastically
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teaching chemistry at Hampden A~ad~my. Glo1:ia Luc~ey , after ma1~y years. of
study, has finally attained her oh1~ct1v~; she ts a c.:htld psyc:holog1_st.. Elame
Cummings' ambition to settle on a fat m 1s herP at last, as she 1s culttvatmg the
soil in ~tissouri.
Thus ends our glimpse into tlwse private livt>s. \VP wish all well and promist'
that we shall come again before another decade is over.

BOYS' CLASS WILL
BE IT HE\IE\1BEHED that we, the class of W4f-i of the Boys' Department
of John Bapst lligh ~chool in tht> city o_f Bai_igor i~1 the county of Penobs~ot hi
the state of ~1aine bemg of sound and <l1sposmg 1111ml and nwmory, hut mmdful
of the uncertainty of this lift> do make, publish and declare this our LAST WILL
AND TESTA\1ENT, lwrehy revoking all former wills hy us madt>. After the
payment of our just debts,. graduation charges and t>xpenses of administration,
we dispose of om estate as follows:
Billy Hivers' height to Lolly Comer; Clifton \1oors' old Bradley bus tickets
to Kenneth Shorette; Boh lhrry's golf clubs to Joey Davis; Alfred Sheehan's
debating ability to Bill Hyan; Bob Brangwynne's bi-weekly trips to Brewer to
Jack Perry; Ed Willett's fall hunting trips to John Cox; Don H.ogers' way with
the opposite sex to Bill \leucci; Gerry King's "Pat" to John Carney and Bob
Polyot on alternate weekends; Virgil King's acting ability to Bill L:mders; Hugh
Whitty's pipe to Charlie Br~'<:nt; Neil Smith's job as errand boy to Alfred Violette; Al \Villett's neatness to John Hogan; Husty Baker's athletic ability to Tom
\1cNeil; Will Brocks' wa)' with Brother Stanislaus to Arthur Perry; Dick Ford's
cue stick at Corev's to John Elliott; Arthur Provost's collectio11 box to Don
Cle~ent; Freddy 'naigle's pessimism to Jim Givren; George Gross' handwriting
proficiency to Paul Snodgrass; Hay I logm1"s excess weiµht to Don \1cCann; John
\1cCarthy's Irish tenor voice to John O'Brien; Joe Hice and Dem Hichards'
friendship to Dave Goggin am\ Edward Talbot; Donald J<ing's Palmer method
to Bernard Tesseo; I lerb I lardv's out-of-town trips to \Vil lie Cormier; Louis
Jameson's enchanting grin to Walter Crawford; Bob \fo;·,m's baseball hatting
average to Billv Hice; Dick \1artin's center position in foo~ball to Al Parent; Al
Leavitt's bashful charm to l{ork Pooler; Terrv \1cAloon's SPat at the Garland
Street Pharmacy to Dick Drinon· Al Desrosie;·s' football ahilitv to Block Hickson; Tommv Trainer's errorless b asketball playing to John ·\1ooney; Jimmy
O'Brien's "library" to any junior who wants to make use of it. Danny Flanagan's
all-around charm and intelligence to certain juniors for US" on special occasion~
only.
IN TESTl\10NY \VllEHEOF. we hereunto SPt our hands and seal, and declare this to lw our last WILL ;\ND TESTA\1ENT, this fifth dav of lune in tlw
vt•ar of our Lord one thousaml nint' hundn,d and fortv-six.
·
·
·
Class of 1B46,
·
Boys' Department, John Bapst Iligh School.
Signed. sealc·d. puhlislwcl ancl clPclart'd hy tht above-named as aml for their
last. WI LL AND T~~ST:\ 1\1 ENT in the presence of us who. at their request, in
their presence and m the pn•sence of each other, lwreto subscribe our names as
witnPsses thereto, on this fifth dav of Tune A. D . 1946.
BHOTI IEH DENNIS JOSEPll. C.F.X.
\f!SS .J OSEPllINE \I. PHOFITA

CTHLS' CLASS \VILJ,
BE IT HE\t.E\1 I?EHEI~ that W~', the C'lass of 194() of tlw Cirls' Department
of John B,1pst I_ hgh ~chool 111 the c1tv of Bangor in tlw countv nf Penobscot in
the state of \lame lwmg of. sound and disposing mind ancl lll('lllOJ\ hut minclful
of tlw 1111cl·rt,1inl\ of tliis lill· do m ti(• pnblisli and dl'l"l,11 (' this 0111 L \ST \V!J.L
aml TESTA \1ENT, hert'h~ n•voki1.g all fornwr wills hy us made. Aft<•r the pay30

ment of our just debts, graduation charges and expenses of administration, we
dispose of our estate as follows:
To Helen Quinn, Joan Davitt leaves in a melancholy manner, her long list
of male friends. Ellen Duddy gives her bottle of hydrogen peroxide to Joanne
O'Connor. Let's hope she makes good use of it. \ 'cry fittingly, Geraldine Sproul
leaves her soothing voice to Theresa Petrie. Cecelia Albert wills her keen mind
to Joan Keenan. To Alice Perry goes the honor of taking Jane Pooler's place in
the laboratory. You have stiff competition there, Alice. Dorinda Connelly's position as Prefect of the Sodality is graciously bestowed on Mary Lou Pooler. The
Old Town bus ticket is given to Constance Thibodeau with kindest regards from
Frances Hamel. To Patricia Loftus. Jacqueline Cochrane, and Patricia Flanagan,
goes the tremendous task of patronizing the Garland Street Pharmacy in accordance with the wishes of Carolyn \fann. Gloria Luckey sorrowfully leaves her
famous truck to Mary O'Connor and Jane Thibeau. It will take the two of them
to handle it. Charlene Brochu bestows upo1t Patricia Farwell and Eileen Ambrose her job in the cafeteria. "Whafll you have, and what do you want on it?"
Charlotte Smith leaves her newspaper to Betty Leard and Joanne McDonough
so they can be well informed on the latest sports. \fary Joan Cushman's technique for gum chewing goes to Patricia Fortier. Seriousness is a rare quality, but
Teresa Gallant possesses it and fondly leaves it to Barbara Thibeau. Eleanor
Polyot bequeaths her Ipana smile to Betty Buckley. Ellen-Marie Polyot gives
to Connie Kane the job of cheering at all boxing bouts. Frances Brochu leaves
lier position in Brother Samuel's office to \farjorie Allen. To Theresa McGuff
goes the journalism ability of Alice O'Leary. \fary Hyder's dry humor is willed
to \1arion Stanley. The calmness and complacency of Barbara Barton is left for
Louise Sweeney to enjoy. Leona Silver wills her address book to Patricia \kClay and Joan Duddy. We are quite confident they will make perfect use of it.
Gertrude Dowe's typing skill is bequeathed to Rita Russell and Vivian Gallant.
Shirley \fadore's rides to Old Town are given to Agnes LeClair, Eleanor Jackson,
and Edwina Lavoie. To Ro~e Albert, Jean Stockwell gladly yields her bashfulness. Daisy Nichols' accomplishments in chemistry are willingly submitted to
Helen \farie Silsby. Gwendolyn Jansson bequeaths her height to Sylvia Comer.
Dorothy Rankin wills her job in the library to Helen \foran. Helene Cameron
leaves her giggles to Joan O'Brien and \fargaret \fcKenzie. To Agnes Pelletier
and Kathleen Cushing, Rose McNally bequeaths her dark lipstick. Viola St. Germain wills two inches of her height to Betty \1cCann. \fay she make good use
of them. Madeline Parady's French book is gladly willed to \fary Katherine
Flanagan. Barbara Nelligan's bus trips to Castine are bestowed upon Dorothy
~.fcGee. Florence \1artin's friends in Old Town are given to \fary O'Leary
inasmuch as she frequents the Old Town busses so often. Nadine Pelletier's
knack of getting a "rock" is left to Pauline Trainer and Paula \'alentine. To June
Cochrane, Cecilia Pyzynski. and Pauline Sproul. Louise \fcGrath imparts all
skill in tvping and shorthand.
IN TESTI\10NY WHEHEOF, we hereunto set our hands and seal, and
declare this to be our LAST WILL AND TESTA\1ENT, this fifth day of June
in the year of om Lord one thousand nine hundred and forty-six.
Class of 1946
Girls' Department, John Bapst High School
Signed, sealed. published and declared by the above-named as and for their last
WILL AND TESTA\IENT in the presence of us who. at their request, in their
presence and in the presence of each other. hereto subscribe our names as witnesses thereto, on this fifth day of .June A. D. 1946.
HHOTHER DE~NJS JOSEPH, C.F.X.
\1ISS JOSEPHINE \( PROFITA
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SENTOH BOYS' POLLS
Best Looking
Most Pop11/ar
Most Sclwlarlu
Hest Dancer
Best Dresser
Wittiest
Class c:low11
Woman Jlatcr
Hest Actor
Most Ukelu to Succeed

Alfred Leavitt
Hichard Martin
Donald King
Virgil King
Donald Hogers
.J amcs O'Brien
Hobert Moran
Hobert Barry
Virgil King

Holwrt Brangwynne

SENIOR CLASSICAL GIRLS'
POLLS
Leona Silver
Best J,ooking
\1. Alice O'Leary
Al ost Popular
Frances Brochu
l\lost Sclwlarlu
Hest /)a nccr
Cwendolyn .Jansson
Gwendolyn Jansson
Hcst Dresser
Wittiest
Jane Pooler
Jane Pooler
Class Cloll'll
l\/an Jlater
Frances Brochu
Ellen Duddy
Best Actress
Most Likely to S11crccd
\f. Alice O'Leary

SENIOH

C0~1~1EHCIAL

CIHLS' POLLS
Hcst /,ooki11g
I lPlene Cameron
l\lost Po1J11lar
Eleauor Polyot
.\lost Scltolarly
Cecilia Albert
Hcst Dcmccr
Nadiue Pelletier
Hest Dresser
Ann Ford
Wittiest
Louise \1cGrath
Class Clo1v11
Ellt'u-\larie Polyot
.\Ian /later
Gertrude Dowe
Best \ct rcss
Ann Ford
.\I ost Likdy to S11cceecl Host> \1cNally
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LNDERCLASSi\IEN
These are the students who live in the shadow of
the graduates, the Juniors, Sophomores and Freshmen.
Their day has not yet come, but in their high school
days they are building toward that eventual goal,
graduation!
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JUNIORS
This group has reached the half-way mark. With
assurance and confidence, these Juniors have performed the small tasks and duties assigned them. They
have willingly assumed the little obligations and responsibilities that are expected of Juniors. Preparing
themselves to live up to the standards every senior
should have, in the past years they have been equipping themselves with the necessary qualifications.

BOYS' JUNIOR CLASS
Edward A. Black, Francis Bogan, Charles Francis Bryant, John Philip Carney, William Thomas Clarke, Donald Joseph Clement, Lawrence Martin Comer,
Francis Eugene Conners, Ilarold Joseph Conners, Wilfred Claude Cormier, John
Henry Cox, Walter Lawrence Crawford, Joseph Thomas Davis, Harold James
Dowe, Richard Louis Drinon, John A. Elliott, James Edward Givren, Charles
David Goggin, John Roland Hickson, William James Lander, John Thomas McAloon, Donald Elliott McCann, William Martin McClay, Thomas Michael MacNeil, John Thomas Mooney, William \1eucci, Richard Thomas O'Brien, John
Thomas O'Brien, Ronald Edward Pooler, Robert Carroll Polyot, Donald Arthur
Plourde, John Randall Perry, Arthur Edward Perry, Alfred Joseph Parent, William Herbert Rice, John Robert Hogan, William Gregory Hyan, Kenneth A.
Shorette, John Paul Snodgrass, Robert Spellman, Edw~rd Francis Talhot, Bernard
Cust Tesseo, Hobert James Violette. Alfred William \Vinslow.

GIHLS' JUNIOR CLASS
Rose Alhert, Marjorie Allen, Eileen Ambrose, Mary Elizabeth Buckley,
Jacqueline Cochrane, June Cochrane, Sylvia Comer, Kathleen Cushing, Joan
Duddy, Patricia Farwell, Mary Katherine Flanagan, Patricia Flanagan, \1arv
Patricia Fortier, Mary Gagne, Vivian Gallant, Arlene Griffin, Eleanor Jackson,
Constance Kane, Joan Keenan, Edwina Lavoie, Betty Leard, Agnes LeClair,
Mary Patricia Loftus, Elizabeth Ann McCann, Patricia McClay, Joanne McDonough, Dorothy McGee, Theresa McGuff, Margaret \1cKenzie, Helen Moran,
Joan O'Brien, Joan O'Connor, Mary O'Connor, Mary O'Leary, Agnes Pelletier,
Alice Perry, Theresa Petrie, Mary Lou Pooler, Cecilia Pyzynski, Helen Quinn,
Elizabeth Russell, Rita Bussell, Patricia Sargent, Helen Silsby, Pauline Sproul,
Marion Stanley, Theresa Stewart, Louise Sweeney, Jane Thebeau, Barbara
Thibeau, Constance Thibodeau. Pauline Trainor, Paula Valentine.

III-A CLASS POLLS

III-A CI .ASS POLLS

Best Looking
John T. Mooney
Most Popular
John T. McAloon
Most Scholarly
·William G. Ryan
Best Dancer
Alfred W. Winslow
Best Dresser
David C. Goggin
Wittiest
Edward F. Talbot
Class Clown
John T. McAloon
Woman llater
E<:dward F. Talbot
Best Actor
William H. Rice, Jr.
Most Likely to Succeed
William G. Ryan

Best IJooking
Betty Leard
Most Popular
Alice Perry
Most Scholarly
Helen Moran
Best Dancer
Pat Farwell
Best Dresser
I Jelen Quinn
Wittiest
Marion Stanlev
Class Clow11
.Alice Perr)r
Man llater
Pat Sargent
Best Actress
Marv Lou Pooler
,\ lost Ukrly to Succeed ·
Theresa McGuff

III-C CLASS POLLS

111-B CLASS POLLS

James Givren
Ronald Pooler
Joseph Davis
Edward Black
Edward Black
Wit!ir,st
John Elliott
Class Clown
John Hickson
Woman Hater
Walter Crawford
Best Actor
Harold Conners
Most Ukrlu to S11ccred
John Perry

Best Looki11~
Patricia Loftus
Most Popular
Bettv Bucklev
Most Scliolarlu
Joan Keena~
Best Dancer
Cecilia Pyzynski
Rest Dresser
Joan Keenan
Wittiest
·Rita Russell
Class Clown
Betty Buckley
Man llatrr
Bettv \foCann
Hr>sf Actress
Paula· Valentine
Most Ukelu to S11cceed
!\fary O'Connor

Best Looking
Most Popular
.\lost Scholarlu
Best Dancer
Best Dresser

86

Front rnw (lefi to right)-\1ooney, Clement, Cormier, Comer, H. Connors, Parent, Cox, Tesseo,
Talbot.
Seco11d row (lPft to right)-Crawford, MacNeil, Givren, A. Perry, Carney, Winslow, O'Brien,
1~yan, Davis.
Third row (left to rig/it)-Violette, F. Connors, Black, Rice, Meucci, Pooler, J. Perry, Polyot.
Fourth row ~lefi to rightHhorette, Rogan, Hickson, Elliott, Drinon, Landers, McCann,
Plourde.
Back 1ow (left to right)-Bryant, \fcAloon, McClay, Snodgrass.

Front row (Left to right)-O'Leary, Griffin, P. Flanagan, McCann, \lcGuff, \L O'Connor,
Perry, \loran, Stanley, C. Thibodeau, Comer, Pooler.
Second 1ow {left to right)-]. Thibeau, LeClair, Gallant, R. Russell, E. Russell, Kane, B.
Thil>ea11. Trainor, Farwell, \1. K. Flanagan, Keenan.
Third ru1c {left to right)-Fortier, Du<ldy, Ja. Cot:hrane, Cushing, \foDonough, Loftus, J.
O'Connor, Ambrose, Ju. Cochrane.
Fourth row (left to right)-Sweeney, \fcClay, Valentine, Pyzynski, Sproul, Allen, Buckley,
\kGee, \kKenzie, Leard, Albert.
Rack row (left to right)--Gagne, Lavoie, Sargent, Quinn, Stewart, Jackson, Pelletier.
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SOPHOl\'lORES
These boys and girls have made minor progress on
the road of life. Ideas, maintained while they were
Freshmen, have faded somewhat. They are no
longer timid and fearful but aggressive and helpful.
They have grown to be of vital importance. They are
no longer the proverbial "babies" but an important
part of the school.

BOYS' SOPHOMORE CLASS
James Patrick Abbott, Robert E. Baldacci, Honald I-I. Bernardini, Hichard
Louis Bernardini, George H. Bouchard, Francis William Boyle, Frederick T.
Brennan, James Hi chard Brennan, William F. Callinan, James Edward Cahill,
Charles C. Campbell, James Francis Carroll, John Francis Cassidy, Clarence
Frederick Clukey, Hobert Paul Cormier, Gerald Thomas Cormier, Alfred Edward
Cummings, William K. Drouin, George William Drinon, Hichard V. Elliott, John
Frederick Geagan, Thomas A. Geaghan, David Francis Gould, Nelson Octave
Gross, Frank Hichard Gunn, John \Ion roe Hardy, William Francis Healy, Edward John Hughes, Jr. , Hobert C. Jameson, Roland Edward King, Hubert George
Lamb, Halph Ivan Lancaster, Ilemy Norman LeClair, Paul John Loftus, John
Francis Lynch, Kenneth :\filton Libbey, Hobert Howard \1cClay, John Thomas
McCluskey, Donald Henry \fclnnis, Gerald Clayton :\1cLellan, Heginald Paul
McManus, James Gregory \furray, Hobert Emmett Nelligan, Hobert John Plummer, Hobert Kirmet Paschal, John Edward Hooney, Philip Anthony Shaw, Hobert
Arthur Shaw, Alfred Emmanuel Smith, Donald Denis Soucy, \Iillard Francis
Spencer, Hobert Patrick Trainor, Alfred Joseph Veilleux, William Emmett Webb,
Robert John Williams.

GIRLS' SOPHOMORE CLASS
Joan Abbott, Constance Barton, Carol Bishop, Joyce Blake, Lorraine Bolduc,
:Margaret Brangwynne, \1ary Jean Bridges, Elaine Brooks, Irene Burke, Patricia
Cameron, Mary Colley, Patricia Comer, Norma Donnelly, \fary Doucette, Elizabeth Flanagan, Kathleen Flanaga11, Frances Flynn, Frances Geaghan, Frances
Gonya, Adelaide Grant, Joan Hickson, Teresa Hogan , Diana King, Margaret
Kelley, Mary Ellen Kelley, \targaret Lander, \1ary Leen, Dorothy \fartin, Leona
Messier, Martha Moody, Ellen \tuldoon , Arlene \1urray, Marilyn McGinty,
Geraldine McLeod, Catherine \1cNeil, Sally \1cNeil, Joan O'Brien, Doris
O'Leary, Dorothy Ouellette, Tiwresa Ouellette, Joan Patten, Patricia Perry, Margaret Mary Perry, Joan Philbrook, Norma Peters, Arline Hichard, Irene Richard,
Joan Savoy, Hosemary Shaw, Pamela Short, Charlene Simpson, Patricia Stubbs,
Barbara Tesseo, Patricia Trainer, Delphine Veilleux, Hita \Villette, Helena
Wilson.

II-A CLASS POLLS

II-A CLASS POLLS

Best Looking
James Abbott
,\f ost Pop11lar
John Lynch
,\ fost Scholarlu
Frederick Brennan
Best Dancer
Hobert McClay
Best Dresser
William Webb
Wittiest
Frank Gunn
\Vmnan Hater
Charles Campbell
Best Actor
I van Lancaster
,\ lost Uk<>ly to Succeed
Richard Elliott

Best Looking
Patricia Perry
Doris O'Leary
Most l'op11lar
Elizabeth Flanagan
Most Scholarlu
Best Dancer
Geraldine McLeod
Best Dresser
Patricia Perry
Wittiest
Frances Geaghan
Class Clotcn
Theresa Hogan
,\ fan Hater
Elizabeth Flanagan
Best Actress
Doris O'Leary
.\ lost Likely to Succeed
Kathleen Flanagan

11-C CLASS POLLS

11-B CLASS POLLS

Best Looking
Thomas Geaghan
.\ lost Popular
James Basil Murray
.\lost Scholarlu
Robert Baldacci
Rest Dancer
A1fred VC'illeux
Best Dresser
William Drouin
Wittiest
John Geagan
Class Clown
Hubert Lamb
\\10111an Hater
John Rooney
Rest Actor
Robert Trainor
\lost Likely to S11cceed
Gerald McLellan

Best Looking
Pamela Short
,\ lost Pop11h1r
Arlene Hichards
,\ I ost Scholarlu
Frances Gonya
Hest Dancer
Diana King
Pamela Short
Best Dresser
\\ ' ittiest
Lorraine Bolduc
Class Clotcn
Catherine :McNeil
.\Ian Hater
Joyce Blake
Rest Actress
Irene Richards
)\1 ost Ukely to Succeed
Constance Barton
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Front rvw (left to right)-Baldacd, Lamb, .\1c:\Lrnus, Lynch, Abbott, Murray, F. Brennan,
Geaghan, Trainor, O'Brien.
Secor.d 1·ow {/eft to right)-R. Shaw, Loftus, Veilleux, Gunn, Pascal, Williams, Rooney,
P. Shaw, King, H. Cormier, Jamescm.
Third row (left to right)-.\1cLellan, Dowe, .\1clnnis, Libby, Ron. Bernadine, Healy, R. Brennan, Geagan, Soucy, Gross.
Fourth row (left to right)-Boyle, Drouin, G. Cormier, Cummings, Lancaster, Callinan,
Bou<'harcl, R. Bernadine, Elliott, LeClair.
Bae;. rvtv (left to right)-Campbell, Spencer, Plummer, C.uroll, G-Oulcl, Hardy, Nelligan,
Cassidy, Webb.

{/eft to right)-A. Hiehards, Comer, Blake, .\leGinty, C . .\lc:\'eil, Gonya, Grant,
Bra1tgw\1me, O'Leary, Simpson, Burke, Cameron, Colley, S. Richards.
Second rnu; (left to right)-Savov, .\I. Kelley, Short, Abbott, Barton, Hic.kson, O'Brien,
Bolduc Doucette, Stubbs, .\loody. ·
Third 10w (left to right)-Ilogan, Veillenx, .\lcLeocl, E. Flanagan, T. Ouellette, .\1. E. Kelley,
S . .\lc:'lleil, Trainer, K. Flanagan, Wilson, D. Ouellette, Patten.
Fourth rnu· r/cft to right)-Brooks, Peters, .\I. Perry, \Villett, King, .\lessier, Muldoon, DonIll'lley, Philbrook, L:1nclcr, Flynn.
/loch row (left lo right)-.\lurrav, LePn, Bi,hop, Geaghan, Tesseo, .\lartin, Shaw, Bridges.
Fro11t

TOIL
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FRESHMEN
The .Freshman Class has ventured into the portals
of John Bapst High School unaware and a bit doubtful of what would await it.
With doubt in their eyes and courage in their
hearts, the Freshmen have gone forth with vim and
vigor endeavoring to practice the principles which
have been rooted in their young minds.

BOYS' FRESHMAN CLASS
James Edward Ambrose, Arthur Adams, Brendan Barry, \Vesley Patrick
Barry, Narcisse J. Boucher, Patrick Harold Brangwynne, Hobert Julian Brooks,
Donald Albert Cammack, Leonard Vernon Carlson, Hichard James Caruso, William Edward Clapp, Percy Louis Cormier, David Milton Cox, James Haymond
Cox, Hobert John Coyne, Holand Joseph Coyne, John Howard Crawford, John
Joseph Cushing, Edward Thomas Day, Thomas Donald Drinon, James Hussell
Duddy, David Owen Finnigan, James Francis Flannigan, James Kerwin Gallagher, Thomas Francis Gallant, Richard Godin, William Carl Hughes, Francis
Carroll Herbert, Charles Joseph Jameson, Thomas Joseph Kale!, Hobert Louis
Kearns, Walter Nelson LaBrie, Edgar Andrew Lamb, Louis E. Langtange, Alfred
Edward Lavoie, Hobert E. Leavitt, Hudolph Joseph Leveille, James Francis
Lynch, John Lynch, John William McCann, Joseph Edward McCarthy, James
Grafton McGrath, Philip Joseph McHugh, Joseph Patrick McManus, Joseph
Gerard McNeil, Frank Charles Mahan, Jr., Richard Harvey Martin, Edward
Arlin Matheson, Edward Francis Matson, Donald Allan Murphy, Joseph Daniel
O'Brien, Franklin 0 . Peters, Herbert Pelletier, Edward Leo Perry, James William Quinn, Hobert Michael Quinn, John Edward Quirk, John Alan Riley, Richard Grover Rist, Francis Xavier Savoy, Frederick Arthur Savoy, Herbert Hichard
Spencer, Durward St. Germain, Paul Kenneth Tesseo, Walter J. Thibeau, Johll
J. Thibodeau, John Allan Thibodeau, Francis G. Tomer, Donald Edward Tracy,
William T. Trainer, Alfred A. Violette, Vincent James Viola, John Douglas Williams, and Philip Charles Wood.

GIRLS' FRESHMAN CLASS
Valerit• An<lersoll, Arlene Avery, Dorothy Bashier, Bernardi11e Binnette,
Mary Bohall, Eva Hrayson, Margaret Callinan, Barbara Cameron, \fary Jane
Constantine, Eileen Crawford, Hachacl Cushman, \tary Connors, Corinne
Desrosiers, Helen Donnelly, Josephine Donnelly, \tary Jacqueline Dunn, Teresa
Dwyer. Josephine Flanagan, Helen Flanagan, Carline Gallagher, \lary Gallant,
Hita Gallant, Jean Golden, Alice Gonya, Hita Goody, Joan Griffin, Barbara Hayes,
Joan Hughes, Teresa Keegan, Jeanne Kellelwr, \1argaret Lamplough, Geraldine
LaPointe, Sally Larsson, Carolyn ::\lcBurnie, Catherine \lcGillicuddy, Irelle
\tcGlauffin, Jeanette McGla11Ain, Elizabeth :VfcGuire, Joan \tartin, Lorraine
\fartill. \lildrecl \fartin, Janet O'Connor, Lorraine Parent, Anne Perry, Thelma
Plourde, \lary Joan Quirk, Joan Rooney, Patricia Hussell, Elaine Ryder, Jane
Sanborn, \larie Shorette, Marlene Simpson, Shirley Snow, Gloria St. Peter, Helen
Swee1wy, .\nne Tesseo, Dolores Theriault. Hose \larie Theriault, Joan Young.
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Fro11t row !left to righl)-Leavitt, Flannigan, Fred Savoy, Francis Savoy, Hughes, Viola,
\laha11, Clapp, Trainer, Brangwynne, Quirk, \Vood, \kManus, St. Germain.
Second mw (le fl lo right)-Cammack, Spencer, Godin, Perry, Brooks, J. ]. Thibodeau, Pelletier,
]. Lynch, J. A. Thibodeau, Gallagher, W. Barry, Lamb, Williams.
Third rnw (left tv right)-Lavoie, Tomer, LaBrie, ThiLeau, Finnigan, Cox, Tesseo, Leveille,
.llkCarthy, O'Brien.
Fourth row (left to right )-\latheson, II. Lynch, Boucher, Kearns, Rob. Coyne, Ambrose,
\larli11, Hist, Duddv, \kllugh, Gallant, R. Quinn.
/Jack row !left to right)-Peters, Crawford, Cushing, Drinon, Lantange, ~1atson, Day, Bogan,
B. Barry, \V. Quinn, \lcGrath, Griffin, Roi. Coyne, Cormier, Herbert, Kale!.

Fro11t 1ow 1left to right)-Cushman, Bra>hier, Cameron, Parent, J. Flanagan, Callinan, Binnette,
Gun} a, \le Burnie, Keegan, Gallant, Golden, R. GJ.!lant, Simpson.
Second row (left to right)-H. !\i. Therriault, D. Therriault, U. \1artin, J. Donnelly, H. Donnelly, Connors, Griffin, Bowan, \lcGillicuddy, Sanborn, I. \leLaughlin, Russell.
Third row (foft to right)-Avery, Dunn, O'Connor, Hooney, St. Peter, Goody, Hayes, Tesseo,

Gallagher, Quirk, Anderson.

J. \lcLaughlin, Shorette, Desrosiers,
Snow, II. Flanagan, Crawfmd, Bravson.
Back row <hft to 1ight)-Perry, L. \1artin. K"lleher, Sweeney, Plourde, \lcGuire, Lamplough,
Ryder, Constantine.
Fourth row 1left to right)-\[. \fartin, LaPointc, Hughes,
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I-A CLASS POLLS
Joseph :\IcCarthy
I Iarold Brangwynne
Hudolph Leveille
John Quirk
john A. Thibodeau
·
William Quinn
Class Clo1c11
William Hughes
Dmwarcl St. Germain
\Vo11w11 llater
James Viola
Hcst Actor
.\ I ost Likely to Succeed
Walter Thibeau
Hcst Looking
Most Popular
,\I ost Scholarly
lkst Dancer
Hest Dressed
\Vittil'st

I-C CLASS POLLS
Hobert Violette
Joseph Cushing
Francis Tomer
Most Sclwlarly
James Cox
Best Dancer
Edward Day
Best Dresser
Wittiest
Edgar Lamb
Class Clown
Iames Ambrose
\Vonum llatcr
Edward Matheson
William Griffin
Best Actor
.\lost Likely to Succeed John McCann
Jkst Looking

.\/ ost Popular

I-A CLASS POLLS
13est Looking
\1argaret Lamplough
i\1 ost Popuhir
\largo Callinan
,\1 ost Scholarly
Josephine Flanagan
Best Dancer
Patricia Russell
Best Dresser
\lary Jane Constantine
\V ill iest
\' alerie Anderson

Class Clown

Valerie Anderson

.\Ian Ilatl'r
Lorraine \fartin
Best Actress
\largo Callinan
.U ost Likely to Succeed

I Jelen Sweeney

1-B CLASS POLLS
Gloria St. Peter
Gloria St. Peter
Alice Gonya
Best Dancer
\1arv Bohan
Hest Dresser
Bernadine ·Binnette
\F iffiest
Joanne Hooney
Class Clo1cn
Joanne Rooney
,\ fan Ilatcr
\lary Connors
Best Actress
Barbara Cameron
.\ I ost Ukcly to Succeed
Bernadine Binnctte
Best /,ooking

.\I ost Popular
.\I ost Scholarly

ORGANIZATIONS AND ACTIVITIES
JJ igh School, without extra-classroom phases, is just
school, where one learns the hook, hut none of the
meaning.
An essential part of complete education is training in the use of spare time and in the ability to adjust
one's self to his fellow men.
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J

THE BAPSTONIAN

Seated (left to ri~hl)-Eclward lluglws, John Ca~sidv, Pauline Johnson, Donald King, M. Alice

O'Ll'ary, Hohl'ft :\foran.

·

Standi11g (left to right)-BrothPr Dennis Joseph C. F. X., Miss Profita, Terrence McAloon,

Corinne Bonneau,

Ellen-~farie

Polyot and John Quirk.

1\hsent whe11 the piclllrP was 111kcn-Gwenrlolyn Jansson and Hugh Whitty.

Although getting out a yearbook is rather a difficult task, this, our first issue
of the BAPSTONIAN, can proudly compare with other yearbooks. For this Donald
King and

~fary

Alice O'Leary were co-editors while Hobert Moran was associate

editor. Sports were handled by Edward Hughes, and the artistry was under the
direction of John Cassidy. The advertising staff was headed by Hugh Whitty
and his assistants included Corinne Bonneau, Gwendolyn Jansson, Terrence McAloon, Ellen-Marie Polyot and John Quirk. The BAPSTONIAN faculty advisers
were Brother Dennis Joseph, C.F.X. and
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~fiss

Josephine M. Profita.

CHEERLEADERS

Left lo right-~.lll'n-\faril' Polyot, Bt>lty L<'<lrd, Ellen Duddy, C!rolyn \lann, Patricia Farwell,
Elc·anor Polyot.

\.Vhen Bapst's athletes are doing their bit on the gridiron, the court and the
diamond but that hit seems not quite adequate and the Bapst students in the
stands begin to feel the blues, it is the cheerleaders who come to the rescue and
draw out a lusty, rousing cheer, that sets the team up, and very often sends a
flashy back or end over the goal, or a speedy forward across the court for a
startling b;::sket, or a s1:dppy diamond king sliding to the home plate. Or when
all is going well for the various teams, it is those same cheerleaders who line up
and bring from the Bapst followers those yells and cheers that tell the players
that they are supported and applauded one hundred per cent.
This season's cheerleading captain is Ellen Duddy '46, and her staff includes
Patricia Farwell '47, Betty Leard '47, Caroiyn ~Jann '46, Eleanor Polyot '46, and
Ellen-Marie Polyot '46.
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THE CRUSADEH

SeattJd (left to rig/it )-\fiss Prufita, Donald King, \I. Alice O'Leary, and Brother Dennis
Joseph, C. F. X.
Standing (lt:fl 111 right)-John Cassidy, Ellen-Marie Polyot, Corinne Bonneau and Edward
Hughes.
Abse1.t when the picture was taken- Gwendolyn Jansson and John Qnirk.

Formed early this school year, THE CRUSADER has become an integral part
of school life. \Vith hut five issues to its credit THE CRUSADER, despite errors and
blunders, turn<'d out a paper which if continued can become a very fine literary
publication. For the first year of its existence Donald King, a senior, was editorin-chicf while \f. Alice O'Leary, also a senior, was the associate editor. Florence
\fartin, a sl•nior, was news editor and Edward Hughes, a sophomore, was sports
editor. John Cassidy, a sophomore, handled the art department. The advertising
staff was capably headed hy Ellen-Marie Polyot, and her assistants included
Corinne Bonneau, Gwendolyn Jansson, and John Quirk. Those on the advertising
staff are seniors with the exception of John Quirk who is a freshman.
The faculty advisers for this fine journalistic production were Brother Dennis
Joseph, C.F.X. and Miss Josephine M. Profita.
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DEBATES

Seated (left to right)--Theresa Petrie, Brother Samuel, C. F. X., Mary-Ellen Kelley.
Standing (left to ligh 1)--Alfred Sheehan, William Ryan, Constance Barton, Edward Hughes
Ivan Lancaster.

Under the tutelage of Brother Samuel, C.F.X., the debating team concluded
its participation in the Penobscot \"alley Conference with four victories and five
defeats. The affirmative group won over Bucksport, and lost to Brewer, Ellsworth, Old Town and Orono. The negative contingent defeated Bucksport, Old
Town and Orono and lost to Brewer and Ellsworth. The question debated this
past season had to do with compulsory military education.
Brother Samuel, C.F.X. feels that the experience gained this year by the
debaters augurs well for a winning combination next year since all of this year's
team but one will be hack.
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DRAMATIC CLUB

Fro11t rri.v (left to right)-E. Duddy, \1. L. l'oolc:r, Quinn, \1. A. O'Ll'ary, Jansson, .J . Pooler,
Broc:h11, E. \1. P1ilyot, D. O'Leary.
•Secoll(/ rmv (left to right)-Conwr, Bonneau, B<1rton , Abbott, Hic:hards, Brashi<'r, Carner ,
R. \1. Tlwrriault, Quirk, D. Therriault, \1. K. Flanagan A. Perry, Kcllelwr.
Third r111c !left to right )-I'. Flanagan, E . Polyot, Farwl'll, St. l'etl'r, Hoonev, \kGillicuddy,
Lamll'r, J. Flanagan, J. A. O'Connor, \kCann, Hydl'r, \tartin.
Fowth row (/c:ft to right)-]. Duddy, Silsby, \kDonough, \kLl'od, Wilson, LaPointe, C.
Alhert, Dunn, Kane, Avery, Constantine.
Fifth rnw (left to right)-Stoc:kwell, Ambrose. Buckley , llnghes, Trainer, Grant, Anderson,
LcClair, Trainor, Sweeney, Plourde.
Back row (left to right)-Pyzynski, Silver, Griffin, \kClay, Ford, Lamplough, Hammel, Philbrook, l\lcGuff, H. Albert, Allen, J. O'Connor, C:illinan, Thibeau, \1. O'Connor,
Fortier, \1adore.

Perhaps the most active organization at John Hapst, the purpose of the
Dramatic Club is to turther interest i11 the theatre and its allied arts.
Organized in September, Hl44, the club has progressed so rapidly and so
successfully that its fame has spread far and wide as heing synonymous with
rare and almost protession<tl entertainment.
Under the direction of the director of dramatics, .\liss Josephine .\1. Profita,
the club presented during its first season that unforgettable drama, THE SoNG
OP BEHNADE'nE, and that powerful saga of a girl's ambitio11, S11uHEHT ALLEY.
This year, the club produced the light comedy, SHINY NosE, and the short compdy.
T1rn PA\tPEHED DAHI.ll\G, which wer<' tremendous successes. \fore recently, the
club with thirty-thrc(' other schools in .\faine enter('d the state one-act play contest with the psychological drama, \fool\CALF .\fuc:i:onn. Although it was Bapst's
first entry in a play conte~t. th<' group was victorious in both the preliminaries
and the S<'mi-finals, a11cl was om• of the five in the statP selected to takP part in
the finals at Bowdoin CollegP in Brunswick.
Nor have th(• activities of this club lw<'n restricted to things dramatic. The
group sponsors an annual formal clanc<• and hanquPt, and this year held a highly
successful \1other-Da11ghter Tt•a. \l<>l'tings are hPlcl semi-monthly, and after
each busi11ess me!'ting a student director pn•sents a one-act play with different
members taking part each time•. Tlwre haw heen two guest sp<'akers this year.
.\liss \fargard \fatson, fashion <"qwrt at Frccse's, spoke to the girls on "Teeni\ge Fashions", and the lh:vnencl John E. Carlson ~pokt• on "Tc•en- i\gp Ethics".
Thew arP sPventv-five activ<' Dram,1tic Club members who are a hit sorrowful to see the year cl1:;m to a clos<•. It has he<'n a wonclPrful tim<', and the John
Rapst High School Dramatic Cluh has lwC'n a grand organization.
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DRAMATIC CLUB OFFICERS

Left to rigf1/-Gwtomlolyn Jansso.i, president; I lelen Qumn, publicity chairman; Miss Profita,
direl'lo,. of dramatics; Jane Pooler, vice-president; Charlene Brochu, secretary; and
.\I. Alice O'Leary, treasurer.

DRAMATIC CLUB

~10THER-DAUGHTER

TEA

Seated (!efl to 1ig/it)--Cwendolyn Jansson and Jane Pooler.
Stmu/ing (left to rig/it)-Charlene Brochu, Helena Wilson, Barbara Thibeau, Miss Proflta,
Thelnn l'lourclc', I le Jen (,)uinn, Geraldine \lcLt>ocl.
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"MOONCALF MUGFORD" CAST

Seated-Ivan Lancaster and Ellen Dncldy.
Standing-Mary Lon Pooler, M. Alice 0 Leary and Virgil King.
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SCENES FROM "MOONCALF MUGFORD"

MAnY Lou PooLER AND

M.

ALICE O'LEARY

ELLEN DuDDY AND IVAN LANCASTER
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THE

J.

B. CLUB

Front rnw (lt'ft to 1ight)-John Perry. Hohert Brangwynne. Alpho11s1 Dt>srosiers, Richard
\lartin, John Elliott, Edward Black, William Rice.
Second rou. (left to right)-Basil \1urray, Thomas Trainer, Thomas Geaghan, Daniel Flanagan,
Ronald Pooler, Terre11ee \lcAloon, Brother Canicc, C. F. X.
Rack mw (le~ ti, right)-Jnlrn Ilickson, Donald \kCann, William Hivers, Richard Drinon,
John :\'.lcAloou, Robert Nelligan, Joseph Cushing.

The J. B. Club was organized in 'Jowmber 194.5. \Vinners of the varsity
"J. ll." are automatically admitted to mtmbership.
Organizt•d purely as a gestme toward leaders

111

athleties, it functions less

like a club than a eertification of prowess in the fit>ld of athl(•tics.
The officers of the

J.

B. Club ,1re: president. Hichard \L1rtin; viec-prcsident,

John Elliot; secretary-trt•asurer, Alphonse Desrosiers. Present club members arc
as follows: Edward Black, Hobert Brang\'.·ynne, Janws Cahill, Joseph Cushing,
George Drinon. Hich,ml Drino11, Thom,1s Geaghan. Francis Fla11agan. Herbert
Hardy, John Hickson, Gerald King . .John \k \loon, Terr('nee

~lc.\loon,

Donald

.\lcCann, James \lurra}, John Perr) , Honald Pooler William Hivcrs, William
Hice and Thomas Trainer.
Brother Canice, C.F.X. is the faculty a(h iser for the group.
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SAINT MAHY'S SODALITY

Front

(left ta right )-Inez Comer, Corinne Bonneau, Viola St. Germain, Jean Stockwell
Nadine Pelletier, Daisv Nichols.
Second row (left to right)-Ellen Duddy, ~. Alic.:e O'Leary, Gertrude Dowe, Elaine Cummings, Dorothy Rankin.
TOii '

St. \lary's Sodality, besides following the general principles of the organization, was actively identified with parish work. \1embers helped in making the
annual reunion a success and contributed to the fund for the rebuilding of St.
\fary's Grammar School by having a novelty party. A tridium took care of the
religious side. This was held during the month of December for the intentions
of the Holy Father. Monthly meetings of the society were held and new members were received into the sodality.
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SAINT JOHN'S SODALITY
OUTGOING OFFICERS

Frunt row 1/efl tu rightJ-Paulinc Johnson , st•cretary ; Dorinda Comwlly, prefect ; Mary Lou

Pooler, vice-prefect ; Betty-Ann McCann , treasurer.

Securul ruw (left to rig/it)-Barhara Thibeau, Doris O 'Leary, B;.rbara '\'elligan , Betty Buckley,
Helen Quinn, committee chairmen.

The members ol Saint John 's Sod,ility are dosing a ) ear of varied and
successful activities. The first meeting held in Octolwr brought the news of a
change for our director, the HeverC'nd Father \lcFarlane, was to leave Saint
John's to tah up his duties as pastor at :">Jorth Whitt'field. A ft•w weeks later, the
Heverend Father Butler was appoinlt'd as om director. UndN his guidance, the
sodalists have learned to appreciate more and more the real meaning of a true
companion of ~ary.
At the spiritual nwetings held 011 tlw sc•cond Sumht) of each month, thP
Office of the Immaculate Com:eptio11 is n•eited. Following this, there is a short
and instruetivt> talk from the director. Bt'rwdiction of the Blessed Saerament
follows. Tlw business rne<'tings are held at sehool onee a month. These consist
of the reports of tlw various officers <llld committet> ehairmc·n, tht' diseussion of
new business, and sonwtinws the pres<'nlatio11 of a skit. 011<' of the outstanding
progra111s was th<' one held in ohsen,u1ee of \'oeation \VC'<'k.
The month of \fa) fittingly eontain<'d 111a11y activities. Bt·sides the regular
nlC'etings, the soda lists sponson·cl ,. Stag Danee. <>•• \I other's Da) , they entertained their mothers at a Comrrnmion Breakfast in tlH' sehool auditorium. On
the last Suncla) . there \\•IS a Li\ ing Hos,u) <lltd Crowning of Om Lady's statue,
and the new eo1111eil was formall) i11stallcd. Th<' program for this school year
dosed with a picnic.: at Green Lake 011 \lemorial Day .
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SCENE FHOM VOCATION WEEK

PHOGRA~1

INCO\fING OFFICERS

Left t11 1iµ.ht-~lary Lou Pooler, prefect; Doris O 'Leary, vice-prefect; Helen Quinn, secretary.
Patricia Perry, treasurer, was absent when the picture was taken.
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STUDENT COUNCIL

~

·~·

.......... .

Front rou; !/~ft to rig/it)-Virgil King, Alhnt \Villett, Robert Brangwvnne, Richard Martin,
Thomas Trainer, Donald King, Alphonse Desrosiers.
Second rote (left to right)-John Carney, Russell Baker, Wilfred Brooks, Robert Moran,
Williarr. Rice, ~eil Smith, James O'Brien, John '.\fooney.
Rack row (left to rig/it)--Eclwar<l Willett, William Hivrrs, Mr. Crowley, Richard Ford, Terrence McAloon.

The Stu<lent Cou11eil is a eo-or<linating body between men students of
John Bapst and the administration. Its duty is to eonsi<lcr problems with which
the student body is eo11eernc<l, an<l it has the privilege of judieial authority an<l
making suggestions to the administration.
It has for its purpose the promotion of harmonious relationships between
the classes and the fostering of a feeling of responsibility in the men students
of Bapst.
This year student eouneilmen h.ive been: Hobert Brangwynne, Wilfred
Brooks, Alphonse Desrosil'fs, I Ierhert I l.irdy, Donald King, Gendd King, Virgil
King, Terrence McAloon, Hobert ~loran , James O'Brien, Neil Smith, Thomas
Trainer, Albert Willett aud Edward Willett. Students who have been named
associate members during the year ar<' John Carney, Hiehard Ford, John .M:ooney,
William Hivers, and William Rice.
Mr. Nathaniel Crowle} is the able faculty adviser of the Student Council.

MOTHER - DAUGHTER TEA

Seated fleft to right)-Frances Brochu and Bernadine Binnette.
Standing (left lo 1ir ht)-J)oris O'Lear}' , Adelaide Grant. Frances Gonya, Margo Callinan, Mary
O'Connor, \1argarct Brangwynne, \f. Alice O'Leary.

One of the most attractive functions at John Bapst High School this season
was the ~fother-Daughter Tea which was held in the school auditorium on Sunday, April 28. Sponsored b) the officers of the various classes, the girls were
hostesses to their mothers at this function which was attended by over one hundred people.
As president of the senior class, ~1. Alice O'Leary was chairman for the affair.
Her assistants included: Frances Brochu, Doris O'Leary Adelaide Grant, Frances
Gonya, Margo Callinan, Mary O'Connor, Margaret Brangwynne, and Bernadine
Binnette.
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ATHLETICS
··A Strong Mind in a Healthy Body"

Cheering, excited c:rowcls; sweating, hard playing
athletes; elusive, fast halfbacks; slugging batters; dribbling, sharp-shooting forwards-all are included in
John Bapst's athletic life.
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COACH NATHANIEL CROWLEY

The spirit of this year's varsity teams was inspired by Coach "Nat" Crowley
who worked day in and day out with the teams. I le was horn in Chelsea,
\1assachusetts and moved to \Vinthrop where he lived for twenty-one years. Ile
attt>nde<l Winthrop High School from 1930-1934. In 19:38, he started college at
the University of ~Jaine and graduated in 1942. He studied Business Administration and Economics in the College of Arts and Sciences, and he minored in
Education. I le played football , basketball, and baseball 011 the varsity teams in
his sophomore, junior and sc'nior years. In 1942, he was captain of the varsity
basketball squad.
In 1942 and 1943, he was the Ph) sical Education Director of Foxcroft Academy in DovN-Foxcroft and coached varsity athletics. The team won the Piscataquis County Championship in baseball ancl haskethall. The basketball team
made the finals for the Eastern \faint• Tourney.
In January, 1944, he cnlistt>d in the Army Air Forces and was aPrial gunner
for the 4.59th Bomb Group. 7.58th Squadron and tlw :304th Bomb Wing, 15th
A.A.F. Ile flew in B-24 Liberators, better known as the "flying boxcars". In the
last three months of the war he was in the European Theater and was put in
charge of the athletic program for the 304th Bomb Wing. \Vhilt> in Home, Italy,
he studic•d at the Central Sports School.
On August 3, 194.5 he sailt>d for the United States on the liberty ship, "J ashua
Hendy". Ill' arrived at Hampton Hoads, Virginia and left the army on August
27, 194.5. lie became affiliated with .John Bapst Jligh School on September 2,
194.5 where we all know he has done a •narwlous joh coaching the varsity football. haskl'thall. and hast'hall teams.
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FOOTBALL

Frm1t row ( foft l o righ t)- Kin g, Blac k, Hi e:<>, Pooler, \lartin , Desrosiers , Hickson , \forray,

J \l c: Al oon.
Secorul mw (left to riglit) -Geagan , \fooney, H. Brennan , Cahill , Mc:Cann, Shorette, Geaghan,
Viola, W ehh.
Third row (left to righl)- Parent, Bran {!W)'llllt'. Lamb, llardy, Abbott, T. \fcAloon , Cushing,
Brother Canice, C. F . X.
Bock rote (left I n right ) -Lvnch, \Vinslow, Elliott, \fr. Crowley, F. Brennan, Flanagan .
When Coach Nat Crowlev asked for candidates for the football team, more
than fifty answered the call. ·Aftpr many clays of practice, the number was reduced to twenty-five. The team was light and was constantly hampered by injuries, hut out of the seven ganws played there were four victories.
Edward Black, John Hickson, Gerald King and Ronald Pooler were the
regular backfield men , and it wa~ a sure win when they were all on the field. Due
to numerous injuries, however, such an occasion was indeed rare. Captain Richard :'vtartin's position was at center where he proved himself to be outstanding.
Alphonse Desrosiers and Herbert Ilardv starred in the guard positions. Donald
McCann and Terrence :\JcAloon pro,·ecl to be brilliant 'at the tackling position,
and the opponents really fell when they were hit by them. William Rice and
John :\1cAloon were evenly matched on the offense and defense. Joseph Cushing,
John Geaghan , Hasil :\1urray and Hubert Lamb certainly proved themselves to
be star substitutes. They and many others received plentv of excellent training
making next year's football prospects mighty interesting.
BA.PST - OLD TOWN
Our first game of the season was played with the Old Town Indians at
Garland Street where we took an easy 25-6 victory. The game went off to a slow
start, but we opened a power drive in the second quarter when Pooler scored a
touchdown. In the opening of the third quarter, Hickson received the ball on
our 3.5 yard line and romped back 1.5 yards. In the next two plays. Eddie Black
zigzagged through the tacklers and raced 38 yards for the second touchdown.
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In the final quarter Hickson all(( Pooler both scored touchdowns, and Hickson
made the point on Pooler's touchdown. Old Town then came in for a goal
making the final score 2.5-6.
BAPST - OHONO
The second game of the season was played at Orono with the Hed Riots.
With Hickson and Pooler setting the pace, we marked up our second win scoring
two touchdowns and two points. No scoring was made until the second quarter
when Pooler plunged through the line for the first touchdown. Hickson rnshed
the extra point. In the third quarter, Hickson went through the line for a touchdown and also for the point again. There was no scoring in the final quarter.
This left the score 14-0 at the eml of the game.
HAPST - STEAHNS
The Stearns ~1 inuternen played u~ at the Garland Street field in our third
game. We were victorious over them with a score of 20-0. There was no scoring
in the first stanza, but we got oft to an earlv start in the second frame when Hock
Pooler made a touchdown. The point was missed. In the final quarters, Pooler
made two more touchdowns, and Hickson rnshed both extra points. The scor<'
at the end of the game was 20-0.
BAPST - BANGOH
In our annual game witl1 the Hams. we lost by a single touchdown. There
was no scoring in the first c1tiarter. hut it was very t>xciting. Both teams scored
in the second quarter. The touchdown on our side was made when we landt>d
on the IO yard stripe, and Gerry King plowed through the center. The third
quarter was a repetition of the first for there was no scoring although both teams
came close to the goal line. The final quarter saw King scoring another touchdown while our opponents scored two. All the extra points wt>re haltt>d. This
)pft the final score 18-12 in Bangor's favor.
BAPST - FAIHFIELD
We collected our fourth victory of the season in our fifth game with the
Lawrence Bulldogs here at Garland Street. In the first quarter, Pooler scored
the first touchdown while in the second quarter we scored nothing. Fairfield <lid
score one touchdown and one point making the scorrt at the half 7-6 in favor of
Fairfield. In the third stanza, King plowed over the line for a touchdown , and
Brangwynne went over for the point. In the final quarter, Pooler made a beautiful 7.5 yard run for a touchdown. The point was missed. This )pft the final score
19-7 in our favor.
BAPST - BHEWEH
Our game with the Witches was played at Brewer. Eddie Rlack , one of our
ace backs, was injurt>d and had to leave the game. In the first quarter, after a
difficult struggle, the Witches plunged through our line to score a touchdown.
We opened up a drive in the second quarter and bulldozed through our opponents' line to score a touchdown. Neither team got the point which made the
score 6-6 at halftime. With both teams making a fumble in the third quarter,
neither did any scoring. In the final quartc>r, a beautiful pass received by Brewer
gave them a touchdown. Tlw attempted point was stopped, leaving the Anal
score 12-6. Up until this time, Bapst and Brewer were tied for the Penobscot
Valley Conference title. This win put tht>m at the top.
BAPST - M. C. I.
Our third defeat of the season was handed to us hv Maine CC'ntral Institute.
It was a hard game and our team fought all tlw wa~. The :\fnl<'s scored two
touchdowns, hut hoth the points wen• stopp<'cl. The final score was 12-0.
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FOOTBALL SCENES

BAPST-OLD TowN GAME

BANGOR-BAPST GAME
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BASKETBALL

Seated (left to right )-G . Drinon, Train('r, H. Dri non, R i\'Pr~, Hickso n, M('Al oon, Bran gwynne.
Sta11cling (left to right)-Hicc, Wchh. Cu ~ hin g, Cahill , \Ir. Cnmlcy, Nelligan, Gcaghan, Black,
Flanagan.

The Crusader Basketball Team of 194.5-19-rn had a successful season. \Vith
only a few lettermen hack, \tr. Crowley trainl'd tlw team so well that it was
entered in the Eastern \1aine Tournament where it lost to Guilford in the semifinals.
Tucker ~cAloon was the center man on the first string, am! Joe Cushing
was the substitute for that position. They both showed tlwir skill in all th e
games. Dick Drinon and Bill Hivers were first string forwards. Th ey were both
noted for their one hand shots. Once the)' got going, no mie could stop them.
Tommy Geaghan and Hobert Nelligan were the substitute forwards who were
regarded as expert hall handlers. Bloc!.. I lickson and Captain Tommy Trainer
were the regular guards. They could he counted on for an outstanding pt•rfonnancc• in every game. Hobnt Brangw} mie, Ceorge Drinon , Janws Cahill,
and Eddy Black were all substitute guards for tlw '4.5-'4() hoop squad. They
n·ally kept the opponents on the go when they were in there. Next )'ear we shall
not have Tommy Trainer, Hobert Brangwynne, or Bill Hiwrs. because they will
be lost to us through graduation.
BAPST - ALU\fNI
The first game of the season was played with the \lunmi , a team representing John Bapst students of earlier years. It was compost·cl of B. \le Kt•nna, J.
\fahaney, F. Coughlin, H. Elliott, C. Kelly, C. Lowtt. I. \larquis, \ '. Trowell, .J .
Crowlev, and G. Gunn.
Co;ning from heh ind after trailing by ten points at the half way mark the
Alumni spurted to nose out the H)..t6 c>dition of the Crusaders by taking a 4.5-43
decision. The Crusaders jumpNl to an early lead, and sparked by Dick Drinon
and Bill Hivers, kept the ganw tmder control during the first half. Th e teams
battled it out until the end wlwn tlw t•x- B.tpstnwn wen• out in front b y a single
basket. Those who scored were : \k<\loon 14, Coughlin 10, Hickson 9, Drinon 8,
Kelly 8, Gunn 8, NPlligan 7, \kKemia fi. \farquis fi, Trow r ll 4, Train er 3,
\fahaney 2, PNry 2. Crowl<•} I.
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BAPST - BAR HARBOR
Our first game with the Bar Harbor Seasiders was played in our own gymnasium. Nelligan opened the scoring with a well placed shot from out front.
Rivers followed up with a free throw, while Trainer popped in one more point, to
put the Purple and White ahead by a few points. The score at the end of the
quarter was 6-2. Dick Drinon, substituting at left forward, opened the attack
in the second frame. The Seasiders gained six points but the Bapstmen came
back strong, and sparked by Rivers and Drinon, went on to add twelve points.
Hivers took high honors on our side with 14 points and Drinon took second
honors with 12 points. Trainer made 3 points, Walsh 3, Hickson 2, and Nelligan 2.
BAPST - FAIRFIELD
For the next game the team traveled to Fairfield where the Crusader!.
downed Lawrence with a score of 61-40. In the opening quarter, the Purple and
White cagers lost little time in piling up a lead, and they barraged the host team
net, to pour in 20 points in the opening period to take a 13-point lead. With
Coach Nat Crowley using his entire squad, the Bapstmen added six more tallies
in the second frame, as the Bulldogs shaved down the lead by dumping in eight
markers. The quartet of Drinon, Trainer, McAloon, and Hivers combined the
fast pace as the second half got underway and added 17 points to their total,
while the Bulldogs held a rally to chalk up 14. The final period was a repetition
of the third, as the visitors kept the game in full swing by continuing to pepper
the enemy hoop to the horn. Hivers took high honors on the Crusader side with a
score of 16 points, while Trainer marked up 14. Drinon added 7 points, McAloon
added 4, and the rest of the scoring was divided up among Nelligan 4, Cushing
2, G. Drinon 2, Walsh 2, and Hickson 1.
BAPST - WATERVILLE
On December 21, our Crusaders romped over the Waterville Panthers in
Waterville. The Panthers were looking for their 66th consecutive victory but
were defeated. Sparked by guardsmen Dick Drinon and Bill Rivers, the Bapstmen set a sizzling pace in the first and second quarters, taking a six point lead
in the first and poured on twelve more in the second canto. John Hickson turned
in a brilliant job in the guard berth as he broke up the Panthers' charges time
after time and accounted for 11 points himself. In the third quarter, the Panthers
made a comeback and came within three points of the Crusaders' score. In the
final canto, our men started off the attack and opened another drive, ending the
game with a score of 60-49. Drinon took high honors with 20 points, and Rivers
took second honors with 1.5 points. Hickson made 11 points, Trainer 9, McAloon
4, and Nelligan l.
BAPST - CHEVERUS
Before 3,700 wild-eyed fans , the Crusaders won over Cheverus High School
at Portland 36-.'34. Nat Crowley's invading Crusaders held a 13-8 lead at the end
of the fir~-t period, saw it shortened to 24-20 at the halftime and narrowed to a
scant 32-30 goi11g into the final eight minutes. In the fourth chapter came a
basket for Cheverus which made the score 32 all. Hickson got a foul shot and
Cheverus made another basket giving them a one-point lead. McAloon dropped
a foul to again tie the 5core. The crowd was in a frenzy as Drinon pushed
through the telling basket, and we managed to control the ball until the final
whistle. On our side the high scorer was Dick Drinon with 16 points and Rivers
came in second with 10 points. Others who scored were: Trainer 4, Hickson 3,
and McAloon 3.
BAPST - OLD TOWN
The Crusaders defeated the Old Town Indians on New Year's night. Paced
by Bill Rivers, the Crusaders took a ten point margin in the first quarter, 16-6.
In the second quarter, the Old Towners tried to stop the Bapstmen, but in vain.
The score at the half was 33-16. With John Hickson and Dick Drinon spearing
most of the rebounds. the Crowleymeu added 15 points in the third quarter
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making the score 48-27. In the final quarter, the lndiaus scored 8 points and the
Crusaders 4 points, making the final score 52-:35 with the Crusaders the victors.
Bill Hivers was high scorer for the night scoring 17 poiuts. Hickson and ~kAloon
tied with 8 points each for second scoring honors. The others who scored were
Dick Drinon .5, George Drinon 4, Brangwynne 3, Traiuer :3, Perry 2, and Cahill l.
BAPST - STEARNS
On January 4, the Crusaders squeezed out a .51-49 win over the Stearns
~f inutemen. The Yfinutemen opened up a powerfu I attack to take the lead and
were out in front 15-11 at the end of the first quarter. In the second c1uarter,
sparked by Dri11011 and Hivers, the Bapstmen bounced hack to hold a 2.5-24
11Mrgi11 at the half. Both teams opened up as the third canto got under way, aml
the two eveuly matched quintets battled for possession of the hall. The teams
were not separated by more than three poiuts duriug the period which ended in
a 33 point deadlock. This same fast pace was continued in the final c1uarter, and
the squads were 011 even terms wheu Driuon chalked up the winniug basket.
Dick Drinon was high scorer with a total of 23 points, while Hivers worked up
1.5 points for the second honors. Trainer made 7 points, Nelligan 3, II ickson 1,
Cushing 1, and ~fcAloon 1.
BAl'ST - BANGOH
Ou lanuary JI, om team suflered a loss to the Bangor High Ha111s in the
Bangor \fuuicipal Auditoriu111 with .t score of ..J9-33. The Crusaders controlled
the tip as the game opened hut missed the shot. Bangor got a foul shot to start
the scoring, putting the Hams ahead. The Hams nm np ten 111ore points in three
minutes. Fiually after two foul shots for Bangor, Tommy Traiuer sauk a nice
shot to score our first tally in seveu mim1tes. Dick Drinon tossed in two baskets
while Ba11go1 made a fre~ throw good and also auother basket making the score
.tt the quarter J 7-6. In the secoud period, the Hams piled up a better lead as
c·vNy man scored ouce or twice, while the Crusaders made three baskets and
three foul shots to make the score at the half 29-1.5. \Vith Dick Driuon setting
the pace, our team began to look better in the third quarter as we secured 12
points to the Hams' 7, making the score 36-2G. In the final quarter Nelligan got
two fouls , Dick Drinon a foul ~hot, Hivers 2 points, aml Hickson a foul shot.
whilt• Bangor got 13 points to make the score at the final horn Bangor 49, Bapst
1:3. On our team Ori11011 made H) points, Trainer 7, Hivers 4, Nelligan 2, and
Jlick~on 1.
BAPST - OHONO
Our easiest win was taken from the Orono Hed Hiots with a score of 77-17.
Our team was so powerful that the visitors were limited to only one basket and
two free throws in the opPning quarter. Two seconds after the opPning quarter,
Dick Dri11011 poppPd in the first tally, and from there 011 our entire team powdt'n·d leather through the mesh , to take a 26-4 lead at th<' end of the first period.
Tlw wcond pt'riod proved to he a repdition of th<' first as our team continued
to 1wpper thl' Hiots hoop, to go out front 32-7 at the half. The first string men,
who played most of the thircl frame, continued to show superiority over the visitors, and romped n('arly at will to leacl (il-9 at the thn•e quarter mark . ln the
last quarter, the Bapstnwn rollt'd on to clinch the verdict hy a margin of 60
points. Bill Hivers took high scoring honors with 19 points, and Dick Drinon
.1cco1111tt'd for 17 for tlw Sl'cond scoring honors. l liekson made 8, G. Drinon 6.
Pt'rr} 6. Cushing .5 Trai111•r .5, \fcAloon 4, Geaghan 4, Brangwynne 2, and Black 1.
BAPST - BHEWEH
The 1wxt win of the st•aso11 was taken from the Brewer \Vite hes. In the first
quarter, Br<'W<'r made a frt'e shot hut Dick Drinon came hack to toss in seven
points before the \Vilches made a two-pointer. \Ve• 1wpp<'r<'d the invaders' hoop
to gain a 22 10 lead at tlw quarter. The same fast pac1• was continued in tlw
~c·cond franw. \Ve held a 33-21 margin at halftime. Tht• subs began to trickle
in as the third stanza got umlerway and the• fans were trrated to a live!} hattle.
Tlw .~core at tlw <'lid of the quarh•r was 49-31 . Brew<'r tri1•cl to drive in the final
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quarter but received a set-back as one of their best men was fouled out. We
went on to collect a 71-36 verdict. Dick Drinon was high scorer with 18 points
while Trainer marked up 17. Others who scored were Hickson 9, Cushing 6,
George Drinon 6, Hivers 5, Geaghan 4, McAloon 4, and Perry 2.
BAPST - ELLSWORTH
Our next win was taken from the Ellsworth Eagles. Dick Drinon made the
first tally and Hickson the second. Then the Eagles scored, but we continued
making more tallies and the first quarter ended in a 20-6 score. The Eagles looked
better in the second frame, but we continued to lead clown to the halfway horn
with a 38-21 margin. This same fast pace went on in the third quarter as we
pulled ahead to 53 to the opponents' 29. It was 60-40 at the Rnal horn. Rivers
took high honors with 20 points, and Dick Drinon made 17 points for second
honors. :\fcAloon made ] 2, Hickson 6, Geaghan 3, and Trainer 1.
BAPST - BAR HARBOH
We went to Bar Harbor January 25 and won .56-34. Our high-scoring boys
wasted little time in piling up a lead as the combination of Dick Drinon and
Hivers peppered the Seaside hoop, ringing up 8 baskets each. \Ve held a 26-16
lead at half-time, and we opened up in the third and final quarters to take a
commanding margin over the host team. Trainer and Hickson turned in a remarkable iwrformance in the hack court and kept the Bar Harbor five from
reaching scoring territory on many of their dashes.
BA.PST - OLD TOWN
The second game with the Indians was played Januay 29 in our gymnasium,
and we romped to an easy 72-24 victory. We led at the first quarter 14-5, 25-12 at
the half, and 48-14 at the third canto. Hivers chalked up 14 points, Nelligan 13,
Dick Drinon 10, George Drinon 8, \fcAloon 8, Brangwynne 7, Cushing 5, Hickson 3, Black 2, and Cahill 2.
BA.PST - WATERVILLE
We defeated the Panthers in our first encounter with them on their court,
hut they returned the compliment here in the Bangor Auditorium on February
1, coming out ahead 62-4.5. Waterville led at the first quarter 19-12, 32-17 at
the half, and 40-.'30 at the third frame. Rivers made 13 points, Trainer 12, McAloon 12, Dick Drinon 3, Nelligan 3, and George Drinon 2.
BA.PST - BUCKSPORT
The home game with Bucksport was played on February .5, and we amassed
63 points to the opposition's 23. Dick Drinon and McAloon were ill and unable
to be present. In the oiwning quarter we were kept busy, hut in the second
frame the Seaboarders died clown and the score was 34-17 in our favor. The
second half proved to be a repetition of the Rrst as we peppered the Bucksport
hasket at a furious rate. Trainer racked up 17 points, Rivers 14, George Drinon 8,
Cushing 7, Geaghan 5, Hickson .5. Brangwynne 4, Cahill 2, and Webb 1.
BA.PST - BANGOR
Our second game with the Ba11gor Rams was played February 8 in the Ban~or Auditorium with our citv rivals coming out ahead 41-33. Tommy Trainer
opened tlw scoring for us with a free throw after almost four minutes of play.
Two baskets and two foul shots g<Jve the Rams a five point lead. Rivers tallied
four and Trainer one which left the score at 6-6 at the end of the first quarter.
\Ve were leading 17-16 at the half. Bangor went ahead in the third canto which
ended 24-22 in favor of the Rams. Trainer madf' 15 points, Rivers 8, Drinon 4,
Cushing 4, and Brangwynne 2.
BAPST - BREWER
Our second game with the Brewer \Vitches was played in their gymnasium
on Februarv 12. \\'e were ahead at the first quarter 18-9 and 29-16 at the half.
Coach Cro~ley used his second stringers for much of the game. The third quarter Rnished with us in the lead -1.5-20. The Rnal score was .54-31. Rivers hit
the hoop for 16 points. Dick Drinon got 11, Trainer 10. :\kAloon .5, Geaghan 3,
Nelligan 2, Cushing 2, Black 2, George Drinon 2, and Brangwynne 1.
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HAPST - LA WHENCE
Mr. Daniel J. Harrett, former teacher and coach here, brought his Fairfield
team up on February 15. We won 84-46. Our first-stringers played parts of the
first and third quarters. Hilly Hivers accounted for 24 points in the short time
he was in the game. McAloon got 10, Nelligan 9, Dick Drinon 7, Hickson 7,
George Drinon 7, Cahill 6, Trainer 6, Ceaghan 4, Cushing 3, and Brangwynne l.
BAPST - OHONO
Our second game with Orono 011 February 19 was not as easy a victory as
the first. Throughout the entire game the lh·d Hiots were seldom behind more
than 4 points. The final score was .57-52 in our favor. Hivers and Dick Drinon
were tops with 13 points each. Cushing got 12 points, Nelligan 5, Trainer 4,
McAloon 4, Hickson 2, George Drinon 2, and Cea).?;han 2.
BAPST - STEARNS
One of our most exciting games was played with the Stearns Minutemen
on February 22 in the Bangor Auditorium. In the first quarter, Dick Drinon and
Billy Rivers racked up 11 points for us while Stearns was scoring 12. The second
quarter was just as fast, and at half-time we were leadi11g 27-26. The end of the
third canto found us ahead 43-42. lu the fourth quarter, tlw ~1im1temen forged
ahead to win 57-54. Diel.. Driuon scor<'d 2:3 points, Hivers 20, Hickson .5, McAloon 4, and Cushing 2.
BAPST - FOHT FAIHFIELD
In the Eastern Maine tournament which was played at the University of
M'.line Memorial Gymnasium on February 28, we met the Tigers from Fort
Fairfield in the second game at night and won a 49-46 decision in a game which
left the 3,100 fans breathless. In the very beginning, the Tigers showed their
prowess hy piling up a 6-0 lead. We took time out and came hack with 7 quick
poi11ts. At the encl of the first quarter, Fort Fairfield was out in front 1.5-14. We
stepped up the pace in the second frame, and at half time we had a 28-22 advantage. Late in the third period, the Tigers sliced the score to 33-31, but we
were still leading at the end of that canto 38-:31. In the final quarter with about
two minutes to play, it was a 44-44 count. Tommy Trainer popped one in, and
Rivers made a free throw and follow('() with a crip shot that clinched the game.
Fort Fairfield sank another marker h<'fol'e the buzzer s01111CIC'cl. Dick Drinon
made 1.5 points, Hivers 13, Trainer 10, Ilickson .5, \fcAloon .'3, Cushing 2, and
Hrangwynne I .
BAPST - GUILFORD
Our second game in the tournament on \larch 1 found us opposing Guilford
who had defeated Waterville the night before. The Colden Panthers eliminated
us by a .51-44 score. Trainer was unable to play hecause of illness. The Piscataquis boys raced to a 12-7 lead in the first quarter. \Ve rallied and tied the count
at 15-15 011 Ilickson's shot from the side, am! the second quarter ended with us
in the lead 2.5-24. The third frame was strictlv ours, and we were ahead 39-30
at its conclusion. Guilford went to town in th; fourth canto am! while we tried
hard, the Colden Panthers chalked up another victory. \fcAloon garnered 15
points, Drinon 13, Hrangwyuue 5, Hickson .5, Hivers 3, Cushing 2, and
Ceaghan 1.
BAPST - ELLSWOHTII
Our play-off game with Ellsworth for the Penobscot \'. C. Championship
resulted in a .'36-34 victory for us. The game was played in the Brewer Auditorium before a capacity crowd. The Eaglt•s came up fast in the last period and
really gave us a scare, but we had the necessary push and retained a slim lead as
the buzzer sounded. \Ve are very proud of Coach Crowley aucl his squad which
has a season's record of 18 wins and .5 losses and I vidorv aud 1 defeat in the
Eastern \faiue tournanwnt. \Ve salute• Coad1 Crowley aucl his cluh which played
good ball consisteutly, dt·spite iujuries, illut'ss and sonw rngg1·cl slings ancl arrows
of outrageous fortune.
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An exciting moment in the Bapst-Bangor game al th

- - -

Bangor Municipal Auditorium

Coach "\ .Lt Crnwle) co11gratulalt>s John \ fc,\ 1<1011 , vho was named captain of next year's
ha'>l..l'tball team, while T11omas Trainer, thi year's honorary captain, looks on.
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BASEBALL

The pleasant weather gave the candidates for the HJ~(; Baseball Team an
early start for practice. vVhrn Mr. Crowley ask<'d for ca11didatt s 111ore than fifty
answered the call. i\fter a frw days of practicing, the t<>am was rednced to the
following: \Villiarn \leucci, Francis I lerlwrt. aud Hobert Paschal, catchers;
Joseph Cushing, i\rthur Perry, William Hivers, Holwrt Baldacci, James O'Brien,
pitchers; John \1cAloon, first base; Thomas Trainer ancl Vincent Viola, second
base; Hobert Violf'tte, Gerald \1cL<·llan, and William Clarke, thinl base; Honal<l
Pooler and Edward \l<ttson, short-stop; John Perr) , Hobert Brangwynne, William Hice, Alfred Veilleux, and Hobert \Iora11 . outfield. The managers were
Donald \1cCann and James Lynch.
Because of a printer's deadline, it will l)(' i1npossihl1· for tit('
await decisions
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BAPST<>l"IAN

to

the baseball games. 1lowt•\ <'r, we extend to Coach Crowley

and his team best wishes for success in the follcm i11g schedule of games:
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JAYVEE SPORTS

Fron/ row (left to right) -\l atson, ~1c.:~1anus, Lvncli, captain, Pascal, Williams.
Second row (left to right )-Mo0ne) , Abbott , Brennan Lancaster, Quinn, Violette.
Buck row (left to right) -Drin on, Veilleux, Gallant, Brother Michael Joseph, C. F . X.

The Jayvees were under the capable guidance of Brother Michael Joseph,
C.F.X. who worked very hard with the boys and was directly responsible for
their success. Brother Michael Joseph, before coming here, had coached baseball
and football in Brooklyn and these same sports plus basketball and swimming
in Leonardtown, Maryland. Ile came here from Leonard Hall School. Brother
Michael Joseph said it was a pleasure to work with th e team because the members had a cooperative spirit. \Ve quote him, "If the team received half the
pleasure that I did from the experience, the time was well spent."
The football team was very light, averaging about 120 pounds. Every day
the boys practiced and every once in a while, they would have a scrimmage with
the varsity seconds. The squad included: Robert Trainer, captain; Leroy McKenna, Robert Williams, Roland King, Robert Paschal, Hubert Lamb, Robert
Jameson, Hobert Violette, Hobert Quinn, Joseph \kCarthy, James Gallagher, John
Rooney, Donald Cammack, and Edgar Picard. They played games with the
Bangor Tayvees and the Old Town High Tayvees. The Little Rams won the first
one, 24-0, and the Junior Indians eked out a 6-0 win.
The basketball team consisted of \Villiam \Vehh. Thomas Gallant, Thomas
Drinon, Frederick Brennan, Hobert \Villiarns, James Abbott, Lerov :\fcKenna,
Ivan Lan aster, John Lynch, Reginald \fc\fanu~. Robert Violette, J~hn Mooney,
Robert Paschal, and Robert Quinn. The team played eighteen games and lost
only seven. :\fany memh rs of th e Junior Varsity are sure to be on the varsity
team next year.
Our congratulations go to Brother \Jichael Joseph, C.F.X. and his teams
ror their marv Jou work.
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Left to rig/it--Frederick Knaidc, presicler.t; JosPphinc YI. Pr•ifita, vice-president; Laura Guite,
secretary; Jack Wdch, treasurer.

111 the past, tlwre have been several unsuccessful attempts to form an
alliance of all graduates of John Bapst lligh School and the Bangor Catholic High
School. These attempts have been unsuccessful not through any personal deficiency of the organizers, hut because there was a lack of cooperation on the part
of the graduates and because the war intervened to scatter om people and make
an} sizeable gatherings an impossibility.
Now we have peace and ordt'I', and tht• alumni have organized once more.
Officers have lwen elected, plaw. have been fornrnlatt>d , nwetings are held on
the first ~lomlay of each month, ,1 successful informal Easter dance has already
been sponsored, and everything tends to a progressive and ambitious organization. No matter how ambitious the plans or how numerous the activities, however, the John Bapst Alumni <\ssociation cannot survive without the wholehearted !>t1pport of each and every alumnus and alumna. The days to come will
tell the story of the faithfulness and progressiwness of tlw graduates of the Bangor Catholic High School and of John Bapst I ligh School.

7G

ALUMNI NOTES
The BAPSTONIAN sent out seven hundred letters inviting graduates to order a copy of the yearbook and
to send in information for this column. We are listing
the names submitted before our printing deadline.
\VrLLIAM 11. Al'\IHROSE, 194.5. Present address, Pvt. Wm. Ambrose, 31512811,
Co. L, .'3.5lst Infantry, A.P.O. 88 c/o P. M., N. Y. Now stationed in
Udine in the northern part of Italy near the Austrian border. Has been
in the Army since June, 19-t.5; overseas since Dec, 194.5.

T. \fAHJE ARSENAULT, 1941. 3.'39 So. \Iain St., Brewer, \fe. Stenographer.
EnwAnD A. BARBY, 19.'3.5. 27 Sprnee St., Bangor. Printer.
JAl\rns A. !3oYn, 1934. 24 Blake St., Brewer. Junior at the University of Maine.
bilisted in the Army in 1940; received honorable discharge after one
) ear; re-entered service 1942; overseas service took him to Scotland,
England, and France; wounded; awarded General DeGaul citation, tne
Expert Combat Infantryman's badge, and the Bronze Star \1edal for
exceptional nwritorious achievement in eomhat in Europe.
\[ELVIN \V. CttAMBLHLAIN, 1932. 6.5.'3 Hammond St., Bangor. Entomologist.
HAYMOND A. Cl!Al\fBEHLAIN, 19:36. 6.53 Hammond St., Bangor. Ice cream maker.
\Vn,LIAJ\f E. Co:-.mn, 1940. 41 Castine St., Bangor .
.\r.FRED L. CoRl\flt::H, 1942. 1:3.5 Seventh St., Bangor. Sheet metal mechanic.
Served in Army Air Corps three years; one year in China; held the rank
of 1st Lt.; was pilot of twin-engined transports; holder of Distinguished
Flying Cross and two Air \fedals; member of Caterpillar Club.
JoHN \f. CoYNE, Jn., 1944. 118 Palm St., Bangor. Enlisted as Apprentice Seaman Sept. 24, 1944; assigned to \failmen's School, N. Y.; received rating
of \failman .'3/cl; transferred to San Francisco, Fleet P. 0., Sept. 1945;
overseas to Pearl Harbor, Hawaii in Sept. 1945; now located in Money
Order Division of Pearl Harbor, Fleet P. 0. No. 128, c/ o P. M. San
Francisco, California.
FHANCIS E. CnAWFOHD, 19.'36. 282 \ft. Hope Ave., Bangor. Truck driver. Recently received discharge from Army after serving 4 years, 5 months,
11 days.
\Ins. SYLVIA FINNIGAN CunRAN, 22 Summit Ave., Bangor. Graduate of Bangor
Catholic High School, 1924.
Jo11N 11. DAY, 1943. 201 Elm St .. Bangor. Student in Engineering Physics, University of \fain,e.
Ponrnn S. ELLIOTT, 2nd, 194.5. 4:32 Essex St., Bangor. Inducted in Army June,
194.5; received basic training at E't. \fcClellan, Ala.; arrived overseas,
Naples, Italy, Dec. 8, 194.5; assigned to 47th Finance Disbursiiig Section;
soon after was promoted to T / .5 Corporal.
JosEPH F. FLANAGAN and EuZAHETII K. FLANAGAN, 19.'39. 207 \,faple St., Bangor. Officer, U. S. Army. Graduated from University of \faine, 1943;
married in St. John's church, 194.'3; moved to Springfield, \lass.; e~
ployed hv \fonsanto Chemical Co.; daughter, \fary Jean, born m
Springfiel(l; joined U. S. Armv, 1944; appointed Lieut., 1945; transferred to Army of Occupation, Bremen, Germany. 1946; ~ttended Ar~y
school at Oberrammerga11, Barnria, 1946; son, John \fichael, horn m
Bangor.
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LAURA L. GuITE, 1939. 17.5 Grove St., Bangor. Unit Control Clerk at Sears,
Roebuck and Co. As secretary of the newly formed Alumni Association,
Laura urges all present an<l future members of the association to attend
all meetings an<l social activities.

14.'3 Essex St., Bangor. Dl'ntist.
\fns. JosEPIIINE HATCH Hoss, rn42. Box 13.5, Hampden, Maine. Telephone

IJ11. GEOllGE P. GUNN, 1940.

Operator Supervisor.
foHN EDwA110 KE,LLEY, Jn., 19.'3.5. 7.5 First St., Bangor. Graduated from Holy
Cross College, 19.'39; served .5 years in the U. S. Anny; now a student
at Boston University Law School.
WILLIAM E. KELSEY, l!).'38.
HrcttAm> KELSEY.

.54 Sl'rgea11t Ave., Chicopl'l' Falls, \[ass.

52 Sidney St., Bangor.

FREnEHICK K:-.ArnE, 1936.

9() Pine St., Bangor.

\fAHGEllY E. K!'llAIDE, 1939.
School in Bangor.
KENNETH G11.BEllT.

71 Division St., Bangor. Teacher at \[ary Snow

27 Barker St., Bangor.

lfucH GOODNESS, 1945.

I 13 Patten Street, Bangor. Now in U. S. Anny.

JAMES F. LA Foul\'TAI:-., 193-4.

98 Elizabeth Ave., Bangor. Firefighter.

ANNA CAIIILL LADl\ER, Jn., 1937.

.5W \lain St., Bangor. Iligh School Instructor.

RoY A. LAD:'.'.'Ell, Jn., 19:38. 529 \lain St., Bangor. Captain in the U. S. Army,
now stationed in India.
HELE!\' N1c1101,s LIBBY, 19:3'3.

()8 Grove St., Bangor. Housewife.

Do"ALD F. \IAcD<>"1ALO, \I. D., 19.'32. 263 State St. Bangor. \ledical Officer
in the U. S. Anny at Dow Field; expects to he discharged soon and will
practice in Bangor.
CHARLES S. \.lcb1.,,1s, 1939. 86 Sidney St., Bangor. \lachinist helper at thf"
\.faine Central; receiwd his discharge as sergeant in the U. S. Army.
£;.,n1A \klN:'.'.'IS, 19.'36.

17.'31 Kilbourne Place, Washington 10, D . C., N. W.

BERNARD DoNAI.D \kLELLA.,, , 1940.

42 Boyd St., Bangor. Student.

Do"ALD F. "Cm:nny" \IcPm:E, 1939. ()1 D(•ering St., Portland, Apt. I. Sports
\Vriter, Portland Press Herald.
DAVID

r.

\.foma-;Y, 194.'3. 87 Second St., Bangor. At present in tlw Navy; stationed on \fanicani [slancl, Philippirn•s; has rating of fin• controlman,

3/c.
JA~ms

J. \JomrnY, 1943. fi6 Cedar St., Bangor. .\t pn•sent is a sergeant in the
\nn} of Occupation in Germany.

J.nu:s L. \10111ARTY, HJ44. 3.'53 State St., Bangor. Sergeant in the U. S. Army
in Germany. Jimmy says: "You will never kn<>w how m11ch comfort you
get from your donation to tlw coal collection until you have to go to
church in cold churC'hes as we dicl in Germanv this winter.
JmtN FnA"Cis \lcDm;m:cu, W3.5. 45 Taft Aw., Segarnore Village, Portland.
Runs a Shell Station. H11d} says: "Drop in at J:3:39 \Vashington Awnue
while in Portland and kt me fill y-ou up with gas and oil." This fref'
advertising ought to get us at least five gallons on the houst>, don't you
think?

Lt en.LE P. \kDmmcc11, H)41.
Brothers.

259 State St., Bangor.
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Stenographer at \'inf"r

BEATRICE ARNOLD NELSON, 1938.
Lou ANN PEIIBY, 19.'34.
Hampden.
JOHN C. PERSON, 1932.

.55 \fachias Blvd., Bangor. Housewife.

H..F.D. No. 2; Bangor. Teacher of Grades 6, 7, 8 at
.51 Fern Street, Bangor. Firefighter in Bangor.

\1Anv LuosEY PooLER, Bangor Catholic High School, Class of 1918. 441 So. Main
St., South Brewer. Housewife.
\'rcTon POOLER, Jn.
of Maine.

441 So. \fain St., South Brewer. Student at the University

WALTEll J. P<X>LEH, 194.'3. 441 So. \lain St., South Brewer. Now stationed in the
Aleutian Islands.
CAHMELA F. PHOFJTA, 1930. 4 Essex St., Bangor. Allergy technician in the office
of Dr. \1artyn Vickers in Bangor.
JosEPHINE ~f. PROFITA, 1934. 4 Essex St., Bangor. A memlwr of the faculty at
John Bapst High School.
LAWHENCE J. Rn.Ev, 194.S. 132 Parkview Ave., Bangor. At present a student at
~laine Central Institute; t'Xpt'cts to enter Holy Cross College in the
fall of 1946.

PmuP D. SHEHWOOD, 1944.

Present address, Cpl. Philip D. Sherwood, 31472650,
17 Q\1 Sales Platoon, A.P.O. 782, c/o P. \1 ., N. Y.; Philip would like to
hear from some of his buddies; he will have been in the Army two
years this November.

\fARGAllET KELLEY SHORTSLEEVE, 19:39. Graduated from Hegis College, 1943;
employed by the U. S. Signal Corps in Washington; married in 1944 to
Dr. Joseph Shortsleeve; lives in Dayton, Ohio; has a son, \fichael
Joseph.
CHARLES T. SMITH, 1934.
EowA110 L. SMITH, 1932.

.'32 Fairfield St., Bangor.

Linotype operator.

199 Lincoln Ave., Portsmouth, N. H.

Salesman.

WESTON F. SMITHWICK, 193.'3. East Boothbay, \faine. Coxswain in U. S. Navy;
entered the service in 1944; served 22 months on the U. S. S. Cara
Grande in the Southwest Pacific; served through three invasions : Leyte,
Lingayen, and Okinawa; expects to be discharged soon.
Ft1ANK B. SPENCER, 1937. 49 Getchell St., Bangor. Shipping clerk with Tide
Water Associated Oil Co. Served in the U. S. Navy for three years two
of which were spent in the South Pacific; attended Bryant and Stratton
Business College in Boston for six months; attached to 8th Naval District I Ieadquarters, New Orleans, La., for six months.
CECILIA G. SULLIVAN, 1940. 43 Pendleton St., Brewer. Teacher at Schenck High
School.
] AMES F. SULLIVAN, 19:36. 3.'3 Adelaide St., Hartford 6, Conn. Traffic \fanager.
Served with the U. S. Army for thr"e years.
JosEl'H E. SULLIVAN, 1944. S l/c U. S. Navy. At present in the Pacific.
Lours L. SULLIVAN, 1938. 43 PC'ndleton St., Brewer. Engineer. Served with the
U. S. Army three years.
Jo11N W. TooLE, 1942. 27 Sixth Street, Bangor. Ensign in the U. S. Nav}'; engineering officer on the U. S. S. L. S. \I. 44.S; received his B. A. in 1946
at Harvard.
LAWRENCE P. T11ACEY, 1942. IO Summer St., Brewer. Student.
}OHN H. T11AINEll, 194.5. 35 Fern St., Bangor. Now with the U. S. Navy.
\1ARIE L. Woon, 1934. 73 State St., Brewer, \faine. Clerk in Sears, Hoebuck
and Co.
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ADVERTISEi\IENTS

A book like the

BAP TO:"'IA:"'

depends not only upon the

buying student for its success, but e pecially upon the
advertis rs who contribute a considerable part of the expenses of publication .

To these people, we wi h to expre

our thanks . The

B \PSTO'.\I \'.\ is indebted to them and wi hes to call the
attention of its readers to the following pages wherein the
ach ertisers have taken the opportunity of reminding
BAPS ro'\ 1 \"

sub crihers of their ervices.

Compfiments

of

CORNELIUS J. O'LEARY

Co111pli111c11ts

of
BANGOll'S

BlGGEST, HEST

Jim Casey's Barber Shop
ONE STOP SUPEH STATION
136 State Street

RAPAPORT TIRE CO.

Bangor

22 Oak Street

Brock way's

Bangor

rlower Shoppe
CORSAGES

CUT FLOWERS

C omplimcnts

of
15 Central St.

Bangor

State Street Drug-

SPARKEY'S

Compliments

SANDWICH SHOP

of

SPECIALlZINC !'.\: FHIED CLA:\fS

FAIRMOUNT
PHARMACY

27!! '.\Iain St.

Tel. 9078

•

Con; plirN·nts

of

BURKE'S

IJI~~
SUHHYDALE FARMS

456 :\fain St.

Bangor

Compliments

of

MOONEY and MARLEY

YOCR TEXACO SERVICE STATION

Dial 9149

212 Garland St1·eet

'.\IOONEY

•:rn

MARLEY '40

Compliments

of

MARGAHET'S BEAUTY SHOPPE

111 Garland Street

PHO!\'E 8!lfl8

MARGARET MARLEY '39

..

SJJrcialists i11 Sclinol :\111wal

MODERN PHOTO ENGRAVERS
"!!fakers of Printing Plates, Illustrators

9 BHO \D STHEET. B:\~GOR, ~1AINE

MANHATTAN

JEWELERS

C 0111pli111 e11ts

of

1:rn MAIN ST.
Next to Opera House

Crrdit the Easy Way

C . LEARY
BOTTLING CO.

Riding Apparel
and Equipnie11t
EVERYTHING FOR
THE SMART RIDER
POPULAR PRICES
ICE
CHE\ \f

'Dclicio11sly Different"

Opp. Merrill Trust Co.

BANGOR, MAINE

Compliments

of

MONSIGNOR THOMAS J. NELLIGAN

Compliments
Compliment

of

of

KELLEHER'S

Rev. John P. Nelligan

FUNERAL
HOME

Compi'imcrds

of

C. H. MILAN

Lufkin's Candy and
JOHN PAUL CO.

Food Shoppe

CLOTHIERS

Home of
PINE TREE STATE TAFFY
Bangor

55 l'ic kel'i1tg- Sq.

Tel. 9819

60 Columbia St.

JANEL'S
THE SYSTEM CO.
\\'OMEN'S FINE APPAREL

PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES

98 :\lain Street

56 Stale St.
Maine

Bangor

Maine

Bangor

When You Think of
-

THE -

FLOWERS
Think of

BANGOR HOUSE

LUNCHES from

.40

DIX:\ERS from

.75

O'LOUGHLIN'S

Greenhouses and Flower Shop
262 Mt. Hope Ave.
Famous
Phone 3030
Maine

"?\.fodern
Food

Arran~ements

Moderate Prices"

at

HAROLD'S LUNCH

Compliments

We Specialize in

of

LOBSTER IWLLS and

LEEN'S

HOME MADE PIES

ELECTHIC \IOTOH SEllYICE
Bangor

:369 State Street

Co111plime11ts

FOR QUALITY AND SER\'ICE

of
Stop at

Faulkingha1n's
Sanitary Barber Shop
Bangor

141 State Street

THE BRASS RAIL
202 Exchange Street

Bangor

Co11111li111e11ts of

HOLLIS and ELKIN
fIFIELD CUT RATE
RANGE and FUEL OIL
RANGE and FURNACE BURNERS

Featuring Our New

LUNCHEONETTE SERVICE
DRUGS

Dial 9104

Com r1liments

263 :Main Street

Bangor

BRYANT'S JEWELERS
of

of

BANGOR
~Jaine's

A FRIEND

Finer Store for Diamond!I,
Watche!I and Silver for the Pa!lt
Fifty-Three Year!I
41) Main Stref't

GALLAGHER'S
MARKET

Foster's
GROCERIES

Dye House

l\lEATS
and

DIAL 8379

PRODUCE

Tel. 6466

12L Third Street

SERVING E ..\STER:r\ ~L.\INE
CO\l~lEHCIAL

BANKING

TRUSTS AND ESTATES

:viany customers of this bank opened their first account
with us during their student days.
Young men and women will always find this banking
institution interested and helpful in their business
progres;;.

A Checking Account Is An Important Factor in
Establishi11g Credit and Standing

THE MERRILL Tl-{UST COMPANY
Member Federal Reserve System
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

SHOP AT SEARS AND SAVE

•

Huy from Hetail Stocks

• Buy from Catalogs

For Catalog Orders

For Retail Store Service

Phone 9401

Phone 8271

SEARS

P. 0. SQUARE

Complime11ts

EAT AT

The Pine Tree Restaurant
114

~lain

Street

of

Bangor

THE STAFF OF THE

SLEEP AT

The Pine Tree Lodge
58 Cedar Street

BANGOR

Bangor

Good Places to Know About

USO - NCCS
CLUB

JIMMIE'S ROLLING
THE RINES CO.

DINER

43 :\IAIN ST.
BANGOR, MAINE

"How many and what'II
you have on 'em?"

c 0111111i11/('ll f s

MOE'S SERVICE

of

STATION
HYDRA-SPRA

PRIEST DRUG CO.

For :\iotor and Chassis Cleaning
Headquarters for all

See. Us For

SOCONY-VACUUM PRODUCTS
PRESCRIPTION'S
24-Hour Service

COS:\IETlCS
TOBACCO

Corner Forest Avenue and State St.

CANDY
l\I. J. CAHILL, Proprietor
I :rn Exc:hange St.

Tel. 2-3257

Bangor

rRANK'S BAKERY
ROLLS
DOUGHNUTS

-SEE-

CAKES

UTTERBACK'S

PASTRIES

"'Where Good :\leans the Best"
FOR YOUR NEXT CAR
Bangor

1-18 Hancock St.

Thompson - Lyford

The Bright Modern Storn Where Low
On•.-J·,ead Makes Lower Prices Possible

H..\IW\\"ARE, GL.\SS, PAINTS, OILS
YARN"ISirnS

N~w

Safety Class a Speeialty
Ph on£!

:rn 19
1

:rn Ccntcr St.

Central Furniture Co.

Brewer

:•!) State Street

Bangor

C 0111 pf i llWllf S

of

FURBUSH - ROBERTS PRINTING CO.
E. E. HommTs, Proprietor

108 Exchange Street

BANCOH

HARMON PIANO CO.
STl-:INWAY
KNABE
STORY & CLARK
WURLITZER
LESTER
WURLITZER ORGATRON

TOBACCO, CIGARETTES, PIPES

LUNCHES AND SODAS

BERSON'S CUT RA TE
79 Pickering Square

Bangor

1 bu Exchang-e St.

ALLAN - LEWIS CO.

Earl's Taxi Service

Smart Yo1111g .Hen's Clothing

DIAL

4 10 0
181 Exchange St.
Bangor, Maine

Prompt, Courteous Service

THE HINCKS COAL CO.

Francis Leverette Vose

Bangor -

Tel. 6478

Photogra J1l1cr
COAL - COKJ<: - OIL - WOOD

9 Central Street

CROSLEY
SHELVADOR REFRIGERATOR

:\laine

Bangor

C11sto111 .Hade Drapaies
(.\II Kinds of Special Order Work)

Franklin Drapery Shop

Viner's Shoe Store
F oottcear for All tlie Family

'.\fiss Inez A. Eldredge

51 Pickering Square

'.\lrs. Frances l'h1lbrick, Assistant

11 COIX'.\IRIA ST.
Bangor, Maine
Dial 4167

Bangor

Maine

EASTERN TRUST

BANKING COMPANY
2 State Street. Bangor
with

8200.000.00 Capital and $1,117.000.00 Surplus and

Undivided Profits Earned

Offers to Its Patrons Every Form of Banking Service
COMMERCIAL
TRUST - BO~D - FOREIGN'
EXCHANGE - SA VIN GS
SAFE DEPOSIT VA UL TS

OFFICEHS
WILLIA:.\1 P. !\EW:\IAl\. President
HARRY A. LITTLEFIELD , Viee-President and Treasurer
KARL R. PHILBIUCK, Secretary and Trust Officer
LINWOOD :\I. COFFIX, A sst. Treasurer

BO.\HD OF THlJSTEES
GEOIWE T. CARLISLE
RAYMOND W. DA VIS
H. PARKER FROST
HARRY A. LITTLEFIELD

WILLIAM I'.

~EW:.\IAX

HAROLD :.\1. PllrnCI<:
CORNELIUS J. 1n.:SSELL, SR.
STEPHEN WHE ..\TI.AND

IJ!iANCHES
OLD TOWN

l\IACHl.-\S

WEBBER OIL CO.

Com plime11ts of

Distributors

The Allen Drug Co.
32 State St., Cor. Harlow

ESSO EXTRA

ESSO

ESSO RANGE and FUEL OIL

East Side Pharmacy
29 State St., Cor. Exchange

ATLAS TIRES -

TUBES

ACCESSORIES
Prescriptions

Diabetic Specialties

700 \-lain St.

Dial .5G88

.\faine

Bangor, \Jaine

Co11i1.>li111ents

of

RICHARD D. CROWE

JACKSON - WHITE

STUDIO

"CLASS PHOTOGRAPHER"
1946

~l:\.INE

PORTLA'.'JD

Compi'imrnts

of

HUGHES BROTHERS, INC.

Compli111e11ts

of

ATLANTIC
SEA GRI LL

PEOPLE'S
F ISH MARK ET, INC.
169 Exchange St.

120 Broad St.
Maine

Bangor

Maine

Bangor

\VA B I
CBS IN THE HEART OF '.\JAINE
910 on Your Dial
COl\l'.\1UNITY BROADCASTING SERVICE

Affiliated Station
COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Offices and Studios Bangor, Maine

57 State Street
Telephone 6446

MAXIMS
TO GUIDE A YOUTH
by

One of your :'\eighhors

Keep good company or none. Never he idle; if your hands cannot he usefully
employed, attend to the cultivation of your mind. Always speak the truth; make few
promises; live up to your engag·ements; when you speak to anyone, look him stl'aight
in the face.
Good company and good conversation are the very sinews of virtue. Good
character is above all things else in life. Never listen to loose or idle conversation;
you had better be poisoned in your blood than in your principles. Your character
cannot be essentially injured except by your own acts. If anyone should speak evil
of you, let your life be so virtuous that none will believe him.
Always speak the truth and act as if in the presence of your MAKER; drink no
intoxicating liquors; ever live, misfortune excepted, within your income. When you
retire to bed at night think of what you have done during the day. Never speak lightly
of anyone; make no haste to be rich if you should prosper; small and steady gains
give competency with tranquillity of mind.
Never play any game of chanre; a\oid the temptation through fear that may
not withstand it. Earn your money before you spend it, and never run in debt unless
you can see a way to get out of it.
Xever borrow, if you can avoid it. Save when you are young to save when you
are old. N'ever think what you do to alleviate the sufferings of fellow beings is time
and money lost. Be kind and generous, for the whole human family is depending
one upon the other.

MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK Or BANGOR

SKLAR'S
Co1111J/i111e11ts of

GETCHELL ICE CO.

DELICATESSEN

:\lam1factured :111cl Natural ke

AND CREA:\1ERY

Tel. 5704

Office 101; Oak St.

117 State St.

Dial 6704

Bangor

Frank Bros. Hardware

N\ANZIE I. ROGERS

14 5 State Street

GENERAL CONTRACTOR
Bangor, Maine
4:3 Birch Street

PAINTS, VARNISHES, WALL PAPER
Dial 2-2079

Bangor

Complete Line of Hardware

DAY'S
INCORPORATED
Co111pliments

of
JEWELERS
and

OPTICIANS

J. A. DRISCOLL
5~

:\Jain St.

Bangor

'
J

The Home of Heal Business College, corner of Central
and Hanamon<l Streets, Bangor, l\laine

Prepare for Success
i11 B11si11css or Cir.;il Seri;ice at Ba11a.or's
011tsft111di11g lfosi11css School

BEAL BUSINESS COLLcGE
Sfr'110{!.raph11, Secretarial, Acco1111ti11{!.. Cid/ Scrrice.
Office .\/ac/1i11es and Allied S11h;ects

Tuition
\fR. A"u \l11s.

J.

~Hi.40

a \lonth

\V. ll.n11.1..,., .\la11<1{!.ns

\sl- for Complete l11fonnatio11
9 CF.NTRAL STREET

n:u·:PHONF. 7905

Our 56th Regular School Year Begins Monday, September 9, 1946

BANGOR iY\AINE SCHOOL OF COMMERCE
.-\11 lnstit11tio11 of Character and Distinction

Free Catalog

Tuition $.55 Quarterly

C. II. lkssoN, Principal

Education is cheap. It is ignorance and incompetence that cost dearly. - \Vil Hoit.

So Solicitors Ei11ployed
Bangor,
] 57 Park Street

~faine

C 0111 pliment&

c 0111pli111 l'llf s

of

of

Garland Street Phannacy

i\ fa SO II C 0 II I I'll cl 0 I'S

Houlihan's Pharn1acy
I :l 1 Broad Street

Bangor

The Rexall

Store.!

John J. Nissen Baking:
Corpora ti on
BLUf<: RIBBON BREAD
(I<:nl'iched with Vitamin Bi)

TEL. 2-1101

JIMMY'S TYDOL
SERVICE STATION
242 State Street
TYDOL GASOLINE
VEEDOL l\IOTOR OIL

DOl'GHNlJTS - CAKES - PASTRIES
45 Columbia St.
Bangor

Til'es Tubes- Battel'ies
\\ashing Gl'easing Arressories
Tel. 52!l8

C'o11111li111e11ts of
(' 0111,,,i1111· 111 .~

THE KLYNE STUDIO

of

LELAND ,J. PELLETIER, l'l'oJl.
R Post Office Sq.

Bangor

A t-:RIE!\D

,

l

-

-For-

For-

BETTER PHOTOGRAPHS

SPORTING GOODS

and

PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES

COYNE STUDIO

DAKIN'S
SPORTING GOODS CO.
Waterville

Rang-or

132 Mam Street

Maine

Bangor

BROUNTAS

Compliments

RESTAURANT

of

RICE & TYLER
68 :\lain Street
TEL. 3493
7 4 Central Street

Bangor
Ba111.~or

Maine

Maine

"We Know How"

HILLSIDE DYE HOUSE, INC.

65 State Street

Bangor, \laine

(

/

